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Chair of the Board Pat Hanick

Dear friends, Orchestra Iowa is steadfast in its commitment to deliver outstanding musical 
programs to southeast Iowa while enriching the cultural vitality of the region. At Orchestra 
Iowa, everyone is welcome. Programs appeal to individuals of all ages and backgrounds, and 
everyone has the opportunity to become personally involved in this cherished cultural asset. 

As an organization, Orchestra Iowa has developed a professional voice that is heard within 
the symphonic world. It has earned the respect of peer institutions and gained solid standing 
in the field. Orchestra Iowa’s impact on our community can be counted in many ways:

•	 More than 25,000 individuals attended Orchestra Iowa events last season
•	 Nearly 15,000 youths benefit from our education and outreach initiatives every year
•	 Seasonally, our concerts generate an added $667,450 of annual economic activity*
•	 We sustain more than 300 jobs comprised of musicians, educators, and administrators 
•	 Yearly, we donate roughly $10,000 in tickets to various auctions and fundraisers 

As Orchestra Iowa patrons, we must do more to keep the orchestra growing and achieving. 
Fact is, we all need to do our part to raise awareness of the esteemed cultural resource here 
in our community. It’s time for us to start bragging about our highly-accomplished orchestra, 
especially to those who may not yet have experienced it. 

Your participation in spreading the word about the quality of Orchestra Iowa is vital for its 
continued growth. I urge you to take action to support your orchestra. How? Spread the word 
about the far-reaching impact of Orchestra Iowa on our community, both artistically and 
economically. Use social media to post positive reviews of concerts and special events. Talk 
up the orchestra to your friends, and better yet bring them to concerts. Become an Orchestra 
Iowa volunteer and connect with fellow music lovers while deepening your community roots. 
Stand with your orchestra and become a subscriber for the 2016-2017 season (see page 28). 

I encourage each of you to be an active advocate for your symphony. Orchestra Iowa has 
earned bragging rights, so go ahead and boast a little. We’re counting on you to help keep 
Orchestra Iowa growing and succeeding.

 

Pat Hanick
Chair of the Board    *Source: Arts & Economic Prosperity Calculator
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Letter from the Ceo Jeffrey collier

Dear friends,

Spring is finally here, and Tim’s Tenth anniversary season as Music Director of Orchestra 
Iowa is slowly coming to its grand finale. Don’t miss the celebration!

First, the completion of the Stravinsky ballet triptych, with Petrushka and Firebird  performed 
by Orchestra Iowa and Ballet Quad Cities, will mark the final stage of a journey begun two 
years ago with The Rite of Spring. Then, we join with Des Moines Vocal Arts Ensemble and 
choirs from Simpson College to present Beethoven’s masterful Missa Solemnis in early May. 
A swingin’ good time with Big Bad Voodoo Daddy and the season finale concert featuring 
Richard Strauss’ gorgeously intricate tone poem, Ein Heldenleben (“A Hero’s Life”), will 
close out the year with an extraordinary showcase of Orchestra Iowa’s talented musicians.

As one season ends, we are eager to usher in a new year of thrilling programs — our 95th year 
to be exact. Be sure to flip to page 28 to take a look at the exciting concerts in store for our 
2016-17 season. Important highlights include classical warhorses like Rimsky-Korsakov’s 
Scheherazade and Bach’s B Minor Mass, expanded pops programming featuring Broadway 
superstars and film scores by John Williams, continued collaborative productions with Ballet 
Quad Cities and Cedar Rapids Opera Theatre, and a superbly eclectic mix of chamber music.

There is quite literally something for everyone in the season ahead! If you’re a current 
subscriber, I hope you will plan to renew (and maybe even upgrade) your subscription for 
next season. If you’re a regular attendee, but have not yet made the decision to subscribe, 
this could be the year. We have fantastic discounts available for first-time subscribers, and 
we invite you to join us in 2016-17!

Thank you for being a part of our Orchestra Iowa family. The music on the stage only comes 
to life because you have joined us today, and we could not be more grateful to share in this 
journey with you!

Sincerely,

Jeffrey D. Collier
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Imagination finds its outlet in many ways. We look, we listen, we discover new ways to engage 

the world around us. At Rockwell Collins, we believe creativity and innovation in our community 

contribute to the vitality of the places we live and work. 

We are proud to support Orchestra Iowa's 2015/2016 season. 

Imagination  
is a wellspring  
from which great  
things �ow.

rockwellcollins.com

© 2015 Rockwell Collins. All rights reserved.
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Russian FaiRytales
TIMOTHY HANKEWICH MUSIC DIRECTOR

COURTNEY LYON ARTISTIC DIRECTOR
MARgARET KINg BAllET MISTRESS

EMILY KATE LONg REhEARSAl ASSISTAnT

saturday, april 23, 2016, 7:30 Pm   Paramount Theatre

sunday, april 24, 2016, 2:30 Pm   Paramount Theatre

saturday, april 30, 2016, 1:30 Pm   Adler Theatre

saturday, april 30, 2016, 7:30 Pm   Adler Theatre

Igor STRAVINSKY

Igor STRAVINSKY

Petrushka
First Tableau: The Shrovetide Fair
Second Tableau: Petrushka’s Cell
Third Tableau: The Moor’s Cell
Fourth Tableau: The Fair (towards evening)

The Firebird

- intermission -

BAllET
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RUSSIAn FAIRYTAlES

Puppetmaster
Petrushka
Ballerina

Moor
Villagers

Village Children

Jill Schwartz
Joseph Flickner 
Sophia Myers
Branson Bice
Marie Buser, Caroline Cady*, Kayleigh Danowski, Siobhan Dunn*, Patrick Green, 
Jacob Lyon, Carolyn McGuire, Kyle Shradel, Mahalia Zellmer*
Bailah Bognar*, Savannah Ervin*, Trey Gordon*, Sophia King, Gabriella Swailes*

cast

The Firebird
Prince Ivan

The Beautiful Tsarevna
Corps de Ballet

Marie Buser
Patrick Green
Jill Schwartz
Branson Bice, Caroline Cady*, Kayleigh Danowski, Joseph Flickner, 
Emily Kate Long, Carolyn McGuire, Sophia Myers

the FiRebiRd
MUSIC BY IgOR STRAVINSKY
CHOREOgRAPHY BY COURTNEY LYON

cast

* Ballet Quad Cities’ School of Dance Students
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RUSSIAn FAIRYTAlES
Petrushka
igor stravinsky (1882-1971)

When Sergei Diaghilev visited Stravinsky in Switzerland 
in the summer of 1910, he expected the composer to have 
made progress on the score that was to be their next big 
collaboration, The Rite of Spring. Instead, he found the 
composer engrossed in another piece altogether, one that 
would make their previous collaboration, The Firebird, look 
conventional in comparison. It was to be called Petrushka. 
Stravinsky, fearing (correctly) that the Rite was going to be 
a huge project, had been procrastinating at the keyboard by 
doodling with bitonal chords and wild pianistic roulades. 

In fact Petrushka’s sonorities are so fundamentally  
keyboard-based (including the famous F-sharp Major /  
C Major “Petrushka chord,” which lies so neatly in  
the hands) that the composer initially thought of it as 
a concerto-like work for piano and orchestra, “a sort 
of Konzertstück,” as he wrote. “I had in my mind a 
distinct picture of a puppet, suddenly endowed with life, 
exasperating the patience of the orchestra with diabolical 
cascades of arpeggi. The orchestra, in turn, retaliates with 
menacing trumpet-blasts . . . and it ends in the sorrowful 
and querulous collapse of the poor puppet.” 

When Stravinsky played parts of it for Diaghilev, the 
impresario happily suggested that he turn the music into 
a ballet. With the aid of the artist-critic Alexandre Benois, 
Diaghilev and Stravinsky worked out a scenario in which 
Petrushka—the mischievous, Harlequin-like figure of 
Russian folklore—is a puppet who comes to life and annoys 
everyone. Completing the music in early 1911, Stravinsky 
gave the work to Michel Fokine who, though not a fan of the 
music, created striking choreography. 

Vaslav Nijinsky danced the title role in the work’s premiere 
on June 11 of that year, at Paris’ Théâtre du Châtelet; Pierre 
Monteux conducted. The revolutionary musical language 
and the enigmatic choreographic style made a deep 
impression, somewhat to the surprise of the creators. “The 
success was good for me,” Stravinsky said, “in that it gave 
me the absolute conviction of my ear just as I was about to 
begin The Rite of Spring.” (In 1947, Stravinsky rewrote the 
score for a slightly smaller orchestra, both to re-copyright 
it and to achieve better clarity of texture in some passages.) 

Petrushka is divided into four scenes. The First Tableau 
depicts the Shrovetide Fair in St. Petersburg in the early-

19th century, with dances by various groups of villagers 
and circus performers. A show-master produces a small 
theater containing three puppets, and as he plays the flute, 
the three dolls come to life and begin to dance. The second 
Tableau takes place in Petrushka’s room (or cell), where 
the awkward boy rails against his dependence upon the 
puppet-master’s will. (Here the “Petrushka chord” figures 
prominently, “as Petrushka’s insult to the public,” in the 
composer’s words.) 

In the Third Tableau, the Ballerina visits the sinister rival 
puppet, the Moor, who she favors. She dances a sort of 
crooked waltz but is interrupted when Petrushka enters 
and throws himself about the room in a jealous fit. The 
Fourth Tableau returns to the Shrovetide Fair, and in the 
midst of another array of varied dances the puppets come 
to life again. The bullying Moor chases Petrushka and 
strikes him down, exiting with the Ballerina as the boy 
dies. The show-master assures the alarmed public that 
Petrushka is only a doll, and the crowd disperses. In a final 
surprise, Petrushka’s ghost appears on the roof, mocking 
the show-master and the audience as well. (Or is it the real 
Petrushka—alive after all?) 
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RUSSIAn FAIRYTAlES
L’Oiseau de feu (The Firebird)
igor stravinsky (1882-1971)

We sometimes forget just how fundamentally Russian the 
early ballets of Igor Stravinsky and Michel Fokine really 
were. While it’s true they were central to the avant-garde of 
early-20th century, they also formed a natural continuation 
of the grand ballet tradition of Tsarist Russia. When the 
impresario Sergey Diaghilev was scouting for new ideas for 
his Ballet Russes in 1909, in fact, the memories of the iconic 
story-ballets by Tchaikovsky and Ivanov (such as Sleeping 
Beauty of 1890 and The Nutcracker from 1892) were still 
quite fresh. Moreover, Diaghilev, Stravinsky and other 
members of the artistic elite were still able to divide their 
time between Europe and their Russian homeland, though 
it was not long before the revolutionary rumblings of 1905 
would make aristocratic life in Russia untenable. 

Ballet was just one area in which Diaghilev strove to bring 
Russian culture to Paris. He also presented concerts 
of Russian orchestral and vocal music in 1907, with 
Rachmaninoff and Shaliapin as soloists, and in 1908 he 
arranged for the Paris premiere of Rimsky-Korsakov’s 
version of Boris Godunov. As he took up ballet full-time 
in 1909, Diaghilev enlisted the services of choreographer 
Michel Fokine and artists Léon Bakst, Alexandre Golovine 
and others; it wasn’t long before Stravinsky was drawn into 
the circle. Having proven his mettle with orchestrations for 
Les Sylphides, the young composer was invited to join the 
team for its next big project: a ballet based on the Russian 
“fairy-tale” of the Firebird. 

“It did not attract me as a subject,” Stravinsky wrote. “Like 
all ‘story-ballets,’ it demanded ‘descriptive’ music of a kind 
I did not want to write… though in truth my reservations 
about the subject were partly advance defense for my 
not being sure I could.” Diaghilev worked through the 
composer’s doubts. The music was begun at a dacha outside 
St. Petersburg and was completed there in April 1910. 

In the story, the evil demi-god Kashchei holds thirteen 
princesses captive. One day the heroic Prince Ivan 
Tsarevich becomes lost chasing an enchanted golden 
Firebird into the forest; when he captures it in the tree of 
golden apples, the bird pleads so pitifully that he sets it free. 
In return, the bird gives him a single feather as protection 
from Kachchei’s mischief. When Ivan enters the kingdom, 
he blunders in amongst the princesses and finds that one, 
named Unearthly Beauty, finds him quite attractive. 

As he passes through the gates of the castle, an alarm 
sounds. But instead of turning to stone (as have all those 
who’ve attempted entry before), he remains human. 
He spits in Kashchei’s face, and the infuriated demi-
god begins turning him into stone. Remembering the 
feather, Ivan waves it in front of himself and the Firebird 
magically appears, flying around the courtiers until they 
all dance themselves to exhaustion. Ivan slays Kashchei, 
the kingdom vanishes with a poof, and all the stone knights 
come to life and join the freed princesses. Ivan makes off 
with the prettiest one, as the woods fill with light. 

The Firebird received its premiere in June 1910 at the Paris 
Opéra, with Fokine as Prince Ivan and the title role danced 
by the great Tamara Karsavina (1885-1978). It was attended 
by Paris’ literary, artistic, and musical glitterati—Marcel 
Proust, Paul Claudel, Claude Debussy, Maurice Ravel, and 
many others. It was a huge success. In the century since 
its premiere, The Firebird has taken on an international 
profile in the dance world, yet it remains a piece firmly 
rooted in the soil of Russian folk culture. 

Program Notes by Paul Horsley

Winslow House       
CARE CENTER

MARION’S PREMIUM SENIOR CARE PROVIDER

CONTACT LISA ELWICK, ADMINISTRATOR FOR A TOUR.

3456 Indian Creek Road • Marion, IA 52302  
319.377.8296 • WinslowHouseCareCenter.com

• 24-hour Skilled Nursing
   with a focus on rehab to home

• Medicare & Medicade Certified
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COurTney LyOn
arTisTiC DireCTor 

Courtney Lyon, Artistic Director 
of Ballet Quad Cities since 2009, 
recently premiered “Bolero” set 
to Ravel’s piano arrangement for 
four hands, which was invited to 
close the Crème de La Crème at 
the Gallagher Bluedorn in April 
of 2015. Her critically acclaimed 
Rite of Spring premiered with 
Orchestra Iowa in the spring 

of 2014. Full-length ballets The Nutcracker, Cinderella, 
and Romeo and Juliet (2015) have appeared on Iowa 
Public Television, with The Nutcracker receiving the 2014 
Argpatch award for Best Live Action in Entertainment.  
Other choreography for Ballet Quad Cities includes the full-
length ballet The Sleeping Beauty (2015) and The Promise 
of Living, which premiered at Orchestra Iowa’s 2012 
Brucemorchestra. Ms. Lyon’s children’s ballet The Ugly 
Duckling, a Message of Acceptance told through Dance has 
been seen by thousands of children.

As an outreach coordinator for Ballet Quad Cities, she 
has created curriculum for the DREAMS program and 
leads classroom visits and month-long artist residencies 
in Iowa and Illinois public elementary schools that 
include collaborations with dancers, musicians, and 
local visual artists, culminating in performances open 
to the community.  In 2008, she received a Quad City Arts 
individual artist grant for original choreography for Peter 
and the Wolf and has partnered with Davenport School’s 
Great Minds program for an anti-bullying campaign 
supported by her children’s ballet The Ugly Duckling 
which was created in 2007.  Ms. Lyon has participated in 
two Kennedy Center Artists as Educators seminars (Laying 
a Foundation: Defining Arts integration and Anatomy of a 
Lesson: Planning Instruction).

To support her teaching of classical ballet technique, Ms. 
Lyon has completed two pedagogue courses that involved 
study of the first through fifth years of the Vaganova 
syllabus with John White, an authority of the Vaganova 
teaching method and former dancer and Ballet Master of 
the National Ballet of Cuba, as well as intensive training 
exploring the bio-mechanics of movement with physicist 
Kenneth Laws and Arleen Sugano. She has participated as a 
choreographer for the Glenda Brown Choreography Project 

held at UMKC in Kansas City, MO.  She is a principal faculty 
member of BQC School of Dance, where she has created and 
implemented a comprehensive syllabus for young students.

Ms. Lyon is a requested keynote speaker for civic groups 
throughout the Quad Cities area, has been a guest speaker 
on several arts related radio programs, and has been 
invited to sit on area grant panels.

MargareT King 
BalleT MisTress

Margaret King, Ballet Mistress 
and former dancer with Ballet 
Quad Cities, received her early 
ballet training from Ballet 
Arts School of Dance under 
her mother Cathleen Huling in 
Kalamazoo, Michigan. While in 
high school, Margaret studied 
dance at Western Michigan 
University from 1998-2000 and in 

2004 graduated from the University of Cincinnati College-
Conservatory of Music. 

Margaret joined Ballet Quad Cities as a dancer in 2004 
and has performed in original works by choreographers 
Courtney Lyon, Deanna Carter, Domingo Rubio, Dominic 
Walsh, Simone Ferro and Elie Lazar. Margaret was co-
director of Ballet Quad Cities II from 2008-2010 and in 
2011, was appointed Ballet Mistress of Ballet Quad Cities. 
Margaret’s choreography for Ballet Quad Cities includes 
Swinging On the Moon (2015), Eine Kleine Nachtmusik 
(2014), Black Coffee (2013) and Configurations (2008). 
She choreographed Russian, Mirlitons and Spanish 
divertissements in Courtney Lyon’s production of The 
Nutcracker (2015). 

Margaret is an active participant in Ballet Quad Cities 
community outreach and educational programs and 
continues as program director for BQC’s Dance Me a Story; 
Exploring Literature through Ballet. She has lead BQC’s 
first year-round movement based program for students 
of the Rock Island Academy in Illinois called DREAMS 
Achieved Through Dance. For the past six summers she 
has acted as lead dance artist for Quad City Arts Metro 
Arts Summer Youth Employment Program, a partnership 
between Quad City Arts and Ballet Quad Cities. Margaret is 
a ballet and modern instructor for Ballet Quad Cities School 
of dance since 2004 and performance director for the 
school productions in 2012-2014. In 2013, Margaret received 
the Lloyd Schoeneman Community Impact Award for Arts 
Educator of the Year.

ARTISTIC STAFF
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COMPAnY DAnCERS
BransOn BiCe
Branson began his journey with dance 
at the age of thirteen at The Culture 
House Performing Arts Academy, where 
he received extensive training in dance, 
theatre, classical mime, stunts and 
combat, voice and music. On graduating 
high school he received a scholarship 
to the University of Missouri-Kansas 
City, where he continued his training in 

classical ballet, modern, contemporary and choreography. 
He has performed with many companies during his time as 
a student, including the Kansas City Ballet, the Alvin Ailey 
American Dance Theater, Williams Henry, Storling Dance 
Theater, and Dramatic Truth Ballet. Branson graduated with 
a Bachelors of Fine Arts from UMKC in the spring of 2015, 
and hopes to have a long and successful career as a ballet 
dancer and choreographer.

Marie Buser
Marie began her training in Upstate 
New York at the School of the Albany 
Berkshire Ballet with Madeline 
Cantarella Culpo. Supported by a dance 
and academic scholarship, she attended 
the Conservatory of Music and Dance 
at University of Missouri-Kansas City, 
where she earned her BFA in dance 
performance. During this time, she 

also performed with the Kansas City Ballet in their 2011 
production of Giselle, toured annually with the Albany 
Berkshire Ballet in The Nutcracker, and attended the Alonzo 
King LINES Ballet Summer Program. Upon graduating, Marie 
danced with American Contemporary Ballet in Los Angeles. 
Under artistic director Lincoln Jones, she originated roles 
in several new works, including soloist roles in L’Apotheose 
de Corelli and Serenade in La. Since joining Ballet Quad 
Cities, Marie has performed in works by Deanna Carter, Elie 
Lazar, Courtney Lyon, and Margaret Huling. Most recently, 
she performed such roles as Carabosse in Courtney Lyon’s 
Sleeping Beauty, and Lucy in Deanna Carter’s Dracula. She 
has also enjoyed dancing original roles in Lyon’s Rite of 
Spring, Bolero, and The Nutcracker. Marie has been a dancer 
with Ballet Quad Cities since 2012.

KayLeigh DanOwsKi
Kayleigh Elizabeth Danowski is originally from Northeast 
Ohio. She received her training from the University of North 
Carolina School of the Arts preparatory program and high 
school program under the direction of Dayna Fox, Susan 

McCullough, and Ethan Stiefel. Kayleigh 
also trained with the Pittsburgh Ballet 
Theatre School Graduate Program under 
the direction of Marjorie Grundvig and 
Dennis Marshall. While at PBT, she had 
the pleasure of dancing corps de ballet 
roles with the company in Giselle, The 
Nutcracker, and George Balanchine’s 
Serenade. She also received training 
from summer programs at Miami City 

Ballet, Pacific Northwest Ballet, San Francisco Ballet, and 
Jacob’s Pillow under Anna-Maria Holmes. Kayleigh then 
joined the Montgomery Ballet as a corps de ballet member. 
She had the privilege of performing soloist roles such as 
the Arabian Princess in The Nutcracker, White Swan Pas 
de Deux in Swan Lake and helped originate the role of 
Madame Giry in the world premiere of Darren McIntyre’s 
The Phantom of the Opera. Kayleigh has also performed as a 
guest artist with the Albany Berkshire Ballet in Paula Weber’s 
Carmina Burana and the 40th Anniversary tour of The 
Nutcracker as the Snow Queen. She has made several other 
guest appearances throughout the Chicago area performing 
in Spartacus Pas de Deux, Giselle Act II Pas de Deux and as 
the Fairy Godmother in Cinderella. Kayleigh is very excited 
to be dancing with Ballet Quad Cities!

JOsePh FLiCKner 
Joseph began his dance training at the 
age of fifteen in order to improve his 
performance as a competitive martial 
artist. He began taking ballet, tap, 
jazz, broadway jazz, and modern at 
the Miller Marley School of Dance and 
Voice where he quickly discovered a 
passion for dance, especially ballet. 
While at Miller Marley, he was a 

member of the Miller Marley Youth Ballet and the Miller 
Marley Entertainers. He performed at many venues around 
the Kansas City area and at Downtown Disney in Orlando, 
Florida. Prior to his college years, he performed in Seven 
Brides for Seven Brothers and All Shook Up at The Shawnee 
Mission Theatre in the Park - the country’s largest outdoor 
theatre. Joseph graduated with honors in May 2015 from 
the University of Missouri-Kansas City’s Conservatory 
of Music and Dance. He studied on scholarship and 
earned a Bachelor of Fine Arts with a dual emphasis in 
ballet and modern. While at the Conservatory, he was 
selected by Donald Mahler of the Antony Tudor Trust to 
perform in Tudor’s Continuo. Joe also partnered in George 
Balanchine’s Serenade. During his time at UMKC, he 
performed with Storling Dance Theater under the direction 
of Mona Storling and Tobin James, Vida Dance under the 
direction of Lindsey Smith, and Dance Communitas under 
the direction of Hanan Misko. Joseph also danced in Erin 
Muenk’s piece The Game - a dance depicting the effects of 
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domestic violence and sex trafficking - at City in Motion’s 
Modern Night at the Folly. He was pleased to perform 
in several of American Youth Ballet of Overland Park’s 
productions including Swan Lake, Don Quixote, and their 
annual Nutcracker, where he was the Nutcracker Prince 
for four years. Joe studied during the summers on full 
scholarship with Ballet Magnificat!, Kansas City Ballet, 
Ballet Austin, and the Milwaukee Ballet. He enjoys teaching 
and has taught partnering, men’s ballet and athletic dance 
for 2 years. Joseph is delighted to perform in his first season 
with Ballet Quad Cities.

PaTriCK green
Patrick is a native of Washington D.C., 
where he began his training at age 9 
under Mary Day at the Washington 
School of Ballet. He then trained at 
Maryland Youth Ballet under Michelle 
Lees and Tensia Fonseca and at 
BalletNOVA Center for Dance with 
Nancie Woods. He graduated from 
Butler University with a B.F.A. in Dance 

Performance in 2013, where he performed works such as 
The Nutcracker, Giselle, Coppelia, and Paul Taylor’s Le 
Sacre du Printemps (The Rehearsal). Patrick was awarded 
with a Director’s Award for Outstanding Performance 
while at Butler University. He has also performed with 
Texture Contemporary Ballet in Perpetual Motion, dancing 
works by Alan Obuzor, Kelsey Bartman, and Gabriel 
Smith. Patrick has had the opportunity to perform several 
principal roles with Ballet Quad Cities, including Don José 
in Carmen, Van Helsing in Dracula, and the Arabian Lead 
in The Nutcracker. He originated the role of Romeo in 
Courtney Lyon’s Romeo and Juliet. Patrick is returning for 
his third season with Ballet Quad Cities.

eMiLy KaTe LOng
Emily began her dance education in 
South Bend, Indiana, with Kimmary 
Williams and Jacob Rice, and graduated 
in 2007 from Pittsburgh Ballet Theatre 
School’s Schenley Program. She 
attended Milwaukee Ballet School’s 
Summer Intensive on scholarship 
before being invited to join Milwaukee 
Ballet II in 2007. Emily is in her seventh 

season with Ballet Quad Cities. Since joining the company in 
2009, she has had the pleasure and challenge of originating 
roles in Courtney Lyon’s Bolero, Sleeping Beauty, Romeo 
& Juliet, Rite of Spring, Cinderella, and Nutcracker. She 
has also been featured in works by Margaret Huling, 
Deanna Carter, Elie Lazar, Lynn Andrews, and Simone 
Ferro.  Additionally, Emily is on the faculty of Ballet Quad 
Cities School of Dance, where she teaches ballet, pointe, 
repertoire, and character classes.

Member FDIC. ©2015 U.S. Bank
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JaCOB LyOn
Jacob started dancing in Redding, CA 
under the direction of Debra Larson. 
He continued his dance training at 
the Burklyn Theatre in Vermont under 
Arthur Leeth, Amanda McKerrow and 
David Howard. He has also performed 
as a guest artist at UNC Greeley 
dance department, as well as The 
Nutcracker in Fort Collins, CO under 

the direction of David Keener. With Ballet Quad Cities, Mr. 
Lyon has danced many roles including “Prince Charming” 
in Cinderella, “Cavalier”, “Rat King”, and “Chinese” in 
The Nutcracker, and “Fate” in Courtney Lyon’s original 
production of Romeo and Juliet. Jacob has been featured 
in original works by choreographers Cleo Mack, Julie 
R. Shulman, Dominic Walsh, Elie Lazar, Simone Ferro, 
Deanna Carter and Courtney Lyon. In April of 2010, Jacob 
proudly represented Ballet Quad Cities performing in 
Deanna Carter’s Ash to Glass at Ballet Builders in New York 
City. This is his fourteenth season with Ballet Quad Cities.

CarOLyn MCguire
Carolyn is from Bettendorf, IA and 
began studying dance, violin, and 
piano at the age of five. Since becoming 
a student of Ballet Quad Cities School 
of Dance in 2005, she has had the 
opportunity to perform in numerous 
productions as a member of Ballet 
Quad Cities II (the student ensemble), 
under the direction of Margaret Huling 

and Courtney Lyon. She performed with the professional 
company, doing corps work in From the Pages of a Young 
Girl’s Life, Delicatessen, Coppelia, The Nutcracker, The 
Sleeping Beauty, and Cinderella. She especially enjoyed 
performing in Huling’s Black Coffee and Lyon’s premiere 
of Rite of Spring (2014). The past three summers, Carolyn 
attended the Glenda Brown Choreography Project at the 
University of Missouri-Kansas City, where she worked 
with Thom Clower, Paula Weber, Jennifer Medina, Carly 
Snelling, and Ceasar Barajas, and just completed her first 
year as both a dancer and choreographer for the project. 
She also recently worked for Quad City Arts Metro Arts 
Summer Youth Employment Program, where she had the 
opportunity to dance, teach, and choreograph as Senior 
Apprentice for the program. Carolyn is also on the faculty 
of Ballet Quad Cities School of Dance, teaching creative 
movement, ballet, modern, jazz, and tap.

COMPAnY DAnCERS COnT.
sOPhia Myers
Sophia Myers is from Cincinnati, Ohio 
where she began her training at the 
Cincinnati Ballet Academy. While in 
the academy she performed children’s 
roles in the company’s Nutcracker, 
Bolero, A Midsummer Night’s Dream, 
and Cinderella. Sophia graduated top of 
her class from the School for Creative 
and Performing Arts in downtown 

Cincinnati. There she performed in roles such as Sugar Plum 
Fairy and Snow Queen in Nutcracker, Aurora in Sleeping 
Beauty, the lead in Paquita, grand pas de deux from Le 
Corsaire, and in Frederick Franklin’s Tribute. Upon graduation 
Sophia went to the Louisville Ballet as a trainee for two years, 
under the direction of Bruce Simpson as Artistic Director, 
Uwe Kern as Ballet Master, and Mikelle Bruzina as Ballet 
Mistress. In Louisville she had the pleasure of performing 
with the company in Nutcracker, Romeo and Juliet, Paquita, 
Swan Lake, La Sylphide, Giselle, and choreography by various 
dancers in the company such as Sanjay Saverimuttu, Brandon 
Ragland, and by the Ballet Mistress Mikelle Bruzina. She also 
enjoyed teaching with the Louisville Ballet Academy. After an 
exciting first season of performing in Diana Carter’s Dracula, 
Ballerina Doll and Mirlitons in Nutcracker, Courtney Lyon’s 
original choreography for Romeo and Juliet, and Sleeping 
Beauty, Sophia is looking forward to her second season with 
Ballet Quad Cities.

JiLL sChwarTz
Jill received her training at the Academy 
of Ballet Internationale in Indianapolis, 
Indiana and the Orlando Ballet School 
in Orlando, Florida. While in Indiana, 
she frequently performed with Ballet 
Internationale, both at home and 
on tour, traveling to Taiwan for their 
production of The Sleeping Beauty. She 
was accepted into the Orlando Ballet 

School Trainee Program under Fernando Bujones and Peter 
Stark and was later promoted to an apprentice under the 
direction of Bruce Marks. While there, she expanded her 
repertoire by performing in many major ballets, such as Swan 
Lake, La Fille Mal Gardee, George Balanchine’s Serenade, 
and Twyla Tharp’s Waterbaby Bagatelles. She also had the 
wonderful opportunity to perform at NY City Center in the 
Youth America Grand Prix Gala in Laurie Jones’ Drigo. Ms. 
Schwartz went on to dance with Festival Ballet Providence as 
well as Rochester City Ballet before joining Ballet Quad Cities 
in 2011. She has since been featured in works by Courtney 
Lyon, Deanna Carter, and Elie Lazar including the roles of 
Lucy in Carter’s Dracula, Juliet in Lyon’s Romeo & Juliet, and 
most recently The Good Fairy in The Sleeping Beauty. She 
also teaches adult ballet and leads body conditioning classes 
for Ballet Quad Cities School of Dance.
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A long time ago (in a galaxy far, far away), I once fancied 
myself as a pianist. I even minored in piano performance at  

Indiana University while I completed my doctoral studies 
and began the long journey of becoming a professional 
conductor. I haven’t played seriously since then, some 
twenty years ago, but lately my past has been catching up 
with me.

It all started this past summer as I was doing my preparatory 
work for Orchestra Iowa’s current season. Now, when 
someone asks me which program of the season is my 
favorite, it’s akin to asking a parent which child they love the 
most. Since I’m not a parent, the answer is easy: Beethoven’s 
Missa Solemnis. The piece is such a rarity and an example of 
the composer at his most profound and revolutionary, that 
hands down this is the work that defines the season for me.

The conventional wisdom is that as Beethoven aged, the 
more profound, groundbreaking, revolutionary, and 
frankly, the more difficult interpretationally, the music 
that flowed from his pen became. While Beethoven’s 9th 
Symphony gets all the best press, it is his Missa Solemnis 
that is considered by many, including me, to truly represent 
the pinnacle of his creative genius. Both were composed at 
the same time and written while he was all but deaf. As the 
sounds of the world around him faded away into the void 

of silence, he had nothing but his internal imagination to 
shape his compositional ideas, which counter-intuitively 
opened a whole new world of sonic possibility.

So during the summer, to immerse myself into the sound-
universe of late Beethoven, I started working on one of his 
last piano sonatas, Opus 109. And as the saying goes, loose 
lips sink ships. In passing, I mentioned this exercise to our 
Board Chair Pat Hanick. She encouraged me to perform 
the work publically around the time we perform the Missa 
Solemnis—a sort of late Beethoven tribute. 

At first, I was absolutely TERRIFIED as I haven’t performed 
seriously in public for a very long time. If “the Maestro” trips 
over his fingers during a performance, it would be quite 
embarrassing. On the other hand, as my job often leads me 
to advise others on how they should play, I felt that maybe it 
was time for me to practice… practice what I preach! 

I then decided to phone a real pianist, Orchestra Iowa’s 
Miko Kominami. I ask if she had either of the remaining 
late Beethoven Piano Sonatas near her fingers, which is just 
another way of asking her if she performed either of these 
works before. She nonchalantly informed me that she could 
work up Opus 110 fairly easily. Now I need to stress just how 
talented, brilliant, gifted, and professional Miko truly is, as 
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this is not an easy task! And as if this wasn’t enough, after 
setting our plan into motion, Miko decided that working up 
the last Beethoven Sonata (Opus 111), shouldn’t be too much 
of a challenge either. 

This gifted musician never ceases to amaze me – here I have 
to work my fingers to the bone to get in shape, while Miko 
does the real heavy lifting yet makes it look effortless – 
there’s a reason I’m not a pianist anymore. 

Anyhow, on February 21 at Luther College, Miko and I 
performed the last three Beethoven Sonatas in one concert. 
For you music geeks out there, that is a really big deal and 
an accomplishment that I am really proud of. But if you 
happened to miss that performance, you still have a chance. 

Miko and I will be performing together two more times at 
private recitals, in which I will play Beethoven’s Opus 109 
and she Opus 110. These recitals will act as fundraisers 

for the symphony. The first concert will be hosted by Pat 
Hanick at her home in Iowa City on May 10, and the second 
will be reprised the next day at my home in Cedar Rapids 
on May 11. 

So, even though the fundraising recitals are private events, 
if you’re interested in attending to see how I match up 
with a real pianistic talent, then ring up our Development 
Department (319-366-8206) to reserve a spot. At the time of 
writing this article, the details of admission haven’t been 
determined. Just be prepared to dig deep into your pockets, 
as I don’t do this sort of thing very often, and after all, I’ve 
got a symphony to support!

Photographs with Tim by Alexis Dagit
Photograph of Miko at Piano by Visions Photography

beethoVen’s last thRee sonatas aRe 
catalogueD as opus 109, 110, 111,  

anD his missa solemnis is opus 123.
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friday, may 6, 2016, 7:30 Pm   Paramount Theatre

sunday, may 8, 2016, 2:30 Pm   Pote Theatre, Indianola

Ludwig van BEETHOVEN Missa Solemnis in D Major, Op. 123               
I.  Kyrie
II.  Gloria
III.  Credo
IV.  Sanctus
V. Agnus Dei

There will be no intermission.

MASTERWORKS SERIES

Missa soleMnis
WITH SIMPSON COLLEgE CHAMBER SINgERS, 
SIMPSON COLLEgE CHOIR & dES MOINES VOCAL ARTS ENSEMBLE

TIMOTHY HANKEWICH MUSIC DIRECTOR 
MARY WILSON SOPRAnO

BETH LYTWYNEC MEzzO-SOPRAnO
ERIC BARRY TEnOR

SUMNER THOMPSON BASS
TIMOTHY MCMILLIN ChORUSMASTER
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MISSA SOlEMnIS
Missa solemnis in D Major, Op. 123
ludwig van Beethoven (1770-1827)

Beethoven’s friendship with the Archduke Rudolph (1788-
1831) counts among the most significant relationships in 
the composer’s life. For not only did Beethoven feel genuine 
fondness for this brilliant, highly cultivated young member 
of the Austrian royal family—who was his piano student 
from around 1803—he also seems to have felt honored 
and even flattered that someone of such prominence in 
European society should have understood his music so 
profoundly. Already at age 21 the Archduke had pointedly 
declared his devotion to Beethoven’s music, becoming 
one of three signatories of an 1809 annuity that afforded 
Beethoven a level of financial comfort that he had never 
before known. 

Beethoven had, in turn, dedicated more than a dozen 
works to Rudolph, among them the Piano Trio Op. 97 (the 
“Archduke”), the Fourth and Fifth Piano Concertos, the 
Grosse Fuge and the “Les Adieux” Sonata. Thus it was 
with no little emotion that the composer learned, in early 
1819, that Rudolph was to be made Archbishop of Olmütz 
the following year. Loyalty to his friend merged with 
professional ambition, perhaps, as Beethoven determined 
to compose a Solemn or High Mass to be performed on the 
occasion of Rudolph’s “installation.” Beethoven appears to 
have held out hopes of becoming Imperial Court Composer, 
and Rudolph was well-placed at court: His father, Leopold 
II, had become Holy Roman Emperor in 1790, upon the 
death of his uncle, Joseph II (Leopold’s eldest brother). 

“The day on which a High Mass by me will be performed 
during the ceremonies solemnized for Your Imperial 
Highness will be the most glorious day of my life,” 
Beethoven wrote to Rudolph. “And God will enlighten me 
so that my poor talents may contribute to the glorification 
of that solemn day.” Divine inspiration notwithstanding, 
over the next four years the Missa would become the most 
arduous task of Beethoven’s career. Several works were put 
on hold, including the Ninth Symphony and what would 
become the “Diabelli” Variations. Yet by the end of 1819 it 
was clear that the Mass would not be finished in time for 
the ceremony, which occurred on March 9, 1820. 

Rather than assume that Beethoven had been unrealistic 
or self-serving in his projections, however, we should keep 
in mind that, as the Missa grew to more than twice the 
size of his only other work in the genre (the Mass in C of 

1807), it also found the composer treading on entirely new 
musical territory. Beethoven devoted himself to the Missa 
as he had to no other work, completing it by the end of 
1822 and spending several months with finishing touches. 
A dedication copy was presented to Rudolph in 1823 and 
another to the publisher Schott in December 1824. 

Beethoven had played no fewer than six publishers 
against each other for the rights to the Missa; moreover he 
offered “subscriptions,” handwritten copies of the Missa, 
to members of the nobility. One of these, ordered by the 
Russian Prince Nikolai Galitzin (a favorite Beethoven 
patron) resulted in the work’s premiere in St. Petersburg (of 
all places) on April 7, 1824. The composer was never present 
for a complete performance of the work, although the 
Kyrie, Credo and Agnus Dei were performed in Vienna in 
May 1824, on a concert that included the storied premiere 
of the Ninth Symphony. 

Beethoven was raised Catholic but rarely attended 
Mass; his complex sense of spirituality involved much 
contemplation of the natural world and man’s relation to 
it, tempered by his own experience as a creative artist who 
believed he had been “called” to create music that yearned 
toward the sublime. Beethoven did, however, become 
seriously engaged in early church music of Palestrina and 
others, and the effects of this study are heard in the use 
of “austere” counterpoint, the attention paid to traditional 
“text-painting” practices (such as rising scales at “et 
ascendit in caelum”), and the use of complex fugues and 
canons at the ends of movements. At the same time the use 
of near-operatic soloists and large chorus and orchestra 
brought about hitherto uncharted extremes of expression. 

The Kyrie is a tripartite form determined by the three-part 
nature of the text, with a hymn-like initial Kyrie statement 
followed by a more intricately textured Christe; a varied 
recapitulation of the Kyrie section mirrors the repetition 
in the liturgical text. The Gloria begins with some of 
Beethoven’s most bracing music, beginning with an uplift 
of joy and continuing with a discursive texture reflecting 
the varied range of emotions of the text. The bracing final 
“in gloria Dei Patris,” as emphatic as any known fugue for 
voices, reminds us of the extent to which the fugue had 
occupied Beethoven in his last years. 

Similarly wordy is the text for the Credo, and here 
Beethoven focuses attention on specific depictions of 
text in what is essentially a narrative—from the stabbing 
sounds of “crucifixus” to the poignant “passus” (he 
suffered). Beethoven compresses the nuts-and-bolts 
doctrine of the second half by placing stretches of text 
under a sort of musical recapitulation of the Credo. Again 
we conclude contrapuntally, with a double fugue that is one 
of Beethoven’s most intricate constructions. 
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The Sanctus  opens with solo voices accompanied by divided 
low strings and low brass conveying the special intimacy of 
the text. A quick, jubilant “pleni sunt coeli” ushers in the 
emotional center of the Missa, the Benedictus, in which 
a solo violin descends from the heavens to play one of the 
most sublime melodies in all of Western music. “Certainly 
there has been no composition for the Church or for any 
form of religious music,” writes Donald Francis Tovey, “in 
which the idea of accomplishing a miracle, the descent of 
something divine, has been more simply and convincingly 
expressed.” 

The tripartite Agnus Dei  is a turbulent struggle between 
war and tranquility, with hushed choral tones interrupted 
by war-like stirrings in trumpets and drums. Peace prevails, 
finally, as the “Dona nobis pacem” makes pointed reference 
to Handel’s “and He shall reign” from the Hallelujah 
Chorus—a reassurance both of divine control and of the 
power of music itself to restore peace to the soul. 

Program Notes by Paul Horsley

319.364.0227   |   shive-hattery.com
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choRal singeRs

soprano
Alex Tatge-Jennetten
Vanessa Leonard
Emma LeValley
Sarah McDougal
Chloe Murphy
Carol Palmer
Pat Palmer
Kellie Patterson
Jeannette Pfrimmer
Susie Stageberg
 
alTo
Peggy Aerisolphal
Jennifer Beach-Buda
Lauren Fuemmeler
Mary Giese
Sue Hoss
Melanie Keiper
Karen Kraemer
Madison McCarney
Becky Strope
Lori Theilen
Gloria Thielking

Tenor
Tommy Castle
Michael Fries
Erik Horak-Hult
Shawn Mullen
Eric Pike
Dylan Smith
Paul Stageberg
Tim Vermillion
 
Bass
Forest Burgess
Jose Clavell
Dan Chase
Paul Hayes
John Kelly
Josh Locke
Dan Montgomery
Alex Redding
Neil Seeley
Earl Sides
Chuck Smith
Chris Wilde

DES MOInES vOCAl ARTS EnSEMBlE

soprano
Anastasia Abraham
Erin Albright
Olivia Baxter
Claire Bertrand
Courtney Caston
Elizabeth Cozart
Caitlin Featherstone- 
   Priester
Jessie Hoffman
Lauren Parrish
Kathryn Rupp
Elizabeth Russell
Elaine Tilly
 
alTo
Jillanne Ardueser
Elisa Chepsoi
Felicity Eward
Natalie Gordon
Rosa Gude
Hailey Haring
Mary Hudson
Anjali Khankari
Sage Lenertz
Grace Peck
Abby Plymale
Rachel Riley

alTo, ConT.
Ann Robinson
Angela Smith
Tamsin Webb
Mazie Winslow

Tenor
Tristan Carman
Evan Dreessen
Zachary Ingle
Luke Johnston
Jonathan Moldovan
Austin Myers
Ben Rockhold
Matthew Rockhold
Ryan Yurczyk
 
Bass
Caleb Allen
Joshua Baxter
Nicholas Collison
Trevor Halder
Zachary Howarth
Ryan Kantor
Tom Kolbo
Logan Lloyd
Brandon Sommers

SIMPSOn COllEgE ChOIR
soprano
Hannah Carlson
Hannah Friesen
Emma Garwood
Kaylah Hicok
Samantha Hornback
Randa Meierhenry
Madeline Palmer-Chase
Laura Swartz
 
alTo
Sarah Curtis
Emma Dickinson
Mary Hudson
Ellie Luebbe
Shannon Seals
Haley Stamats
Emily Stanton

Tenor
Lance Bird
Evan Braxton-Barto
Brandon Douglas
Chase Shoemaker
 
Bass
John Bitsas
Cortez Daniel
Andrew Kecy
Shea Lueninghoener
Ben Schaefer
Nathanael Smale
Colin Zidlicky

SIMPSOn COllEgE ChAMBER SIngERS

Dr. TiMOThy a. MCMiLLin
CHORUSMASTER

Director of Choral Activities and 
Associate Professor of Music at Simpson 
College, Dr. Timothy A. McMillin serves 
as Chair of the Music Department, 
directs two choral ensembles, is a 
member of the voice faculty, and teaches 
classes in conducting, music literature 

and choral studies. Before his appointment at Simpson 
College, Dr. McMillin directed choirs in Minnesota where 
he created and led award-winning high school programs. 
In addition to his passion for academia, Dr. McMillin is 
Artistic Director and Conductor of the Des Moines Vocal Arts 
Ensemble, a competitively-auditioned chamber choir in the 
greater Des Moines community committed to excellence 
in choral artistry. Choirs under Dr. McMillin’s direction 
recently appeared at the Iowa Choral Directors Association’s 
(ICDA) Summer Symposium. 
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Mary wiLsOn, sOPranO
Acknowledged as one of today’s most 
exciting young soprano artists, Mary 
Wilson has cultivated a wide-ranging 
career singing chamber music, 
oratorio and operatic repertoire; her 
“bright soprano seems to know no 
terrors, wrapping itself seductively 
around every phrase” (Dallas Morning 
News). Receiving consistent critical 

acclaim from coast to coast, “she proves why many in the 
opera world are heralding her as an emerging star. She is 
simply amazing, with a voice that induces goose bumps 
and a stage presence that is mesmerizing. She literally 
stole the spotlight…” (Arizona Daily Star). In high demand 
on the concert stage, she has most recently appeared with 
the Los Angeles Philharmonic, Philadelphia Orchestra, and 
Cleveland Orchestra. She was named an Emerging Artist by 
Symphony Magazine in 2004 in the publication’s first ever 
presentation of promising classical soloists on the rise. On 
the opera stage, she is especially noted for her portrayals of 
Zerbinetta in Ariadne auf Naxos, Susannah in Le Nozze di 
Figaro, and Gilda in Rigoletto. An accomplished pianist, Ms. 
Wilson holds performance degrees from St. Olaf College in 
Northfield, Minnesota, and Washington University in St. 
Louis, Missouri.

BeTh LyTwyneC, MezzO-sOPranO
Acclaimed for her “saucy, smooth 
registered,” “sweetly resonant,” and 
“sonorous” mezzo-soprano, Beth 
Lytwynec most recently returned to 
Arizona Opera for the 2014-15 season, 
singing Olga in Eugene Onegin, 
Maddalena in Rigoletto, and Second 
Lady in Die Zauberflöte. Following 
her second season as a member of 

the Marion Roose Pullin Opera Studio, she sang her first 
Verdi Requiem in Anaheim, CA, debuted with the Elgin 
Symphony Orchestra, and returned to Phoenix Symphony 
to sing Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony. She returns to 
Arizona Opera this season to make her title role debut in 
Bizet’s Carmen. She is a recipient of an Encouragement 
Award from the Metropolitan Opera National Council, 
the Bel Canto Award in the Orpheus Competition, and a 
semi-finalist for the Marguerite McCammon Competition. 
Ms. Lytwynec was the mezzo-soprano soloist for the Fine 
Arts Chorale’s performance of Donizetti’s Requiem, MIT 
Concert Choir’s performance of Duruflé’s Requiem, Opera 
New Jersey’s Fall Concert Series,  and art song recitals with 
Chautauqua Opera.

eriC Barry, TenOr
Spanish-American tenor Eric Barry is 
“making an impressive mark” on opera 
and concert stages “with a clear timbre, 
evenness of projection and exceptional 
sensitivity” (Opera News). His current 
and future engagements include a 
leading role with Opera Colorado, 
Pinkerton in Madama Butterfly for the 
Florentine Opera Company, Lensky in 

Eugene Onegin for the North Carolina Opera, the featured 
soloist on Minnesota Orchestra’s concert Inside the Classics, 
Fritz in L’amico Fritz for Boston Midsummer Opera, and 
Prince Hal in At the Boar’s Head for the Beethoven Easter 
Festival in Warsaw. Other past engagements included Lionel 
in Martha for Boston Midsummer Opera, Don Ottavio in 
Don Giovanni for Opera Memphis, and Alfredo in La traviata 
for Shreveport Opera, Rodolfo in La bohème for Pittsburgh 
Opera, North Carolina Opera, Opera Memphis and the 
Teatro Comunale di Sulmona. Mr. Barry is originally from 
Sundown, TX and studied business at West Texas A&M 
University. He holds a Master of Music degree and Artist 
Diploma from the School of Music at Yale University. He has 
been featured in the PBS documentary Eric Barry: Home for 
Christmas, and his recordings have been aired on both NPR 
and the BBC.

suMner ThOMPsOn, Bass
Described as possessing “power and 
passion,” and “stylish elegance,” 
Sumner Thompson is in high demand 
on the concert and opera stage across 
North America and Europe. He has 
appeared as a soloist with many 
leading ensembles and orchestras 
including the Britten-Pears Orchestra, 
the National Symphony, the Boston 

Early Music Festival Orchestra, Apollo’s Fire, Pacific 
Baroque Orchestra, Portland Baroque Orchestra, Les Voix 
Baroques, the Handel and Haydn Society, Boston Baroque, 
and the orchestras of Cedar Rapids, Phoenix, Richmond 
and Memphis. Recent engagements include a repeat 
performance of Handel’s Messiah with Boston’s Handel 
and Haydn Society, Handel’s Saul with Boston’s Back Bay 
Chorale, Monteverdi’s 1610 Vespers with the critically 
acclaimed Green Mountain Project, Britten’s War Requiem 
with the Boston Philharmonic, Bach’s St. John Passion at 
the National Cathedral, and the title role in Britten’s Saint 
Nicolas with Philadelphia Choral Arts. Mr. Thompson can 
be heard on the Boston Early Music Festival’s Grammy 
nominated recording of Lully’s Psyché, with the Handel 
and Haydn Society on their recording of Handel’s Messiah, 
and also with Les Voix Baroques on Canticum Canticorum, 
Carissimi Oratorios, and Humori, all on the ATMA label.

guest vocalists
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LISTEN LOCAL

Having a Party? There is an Opus for that!
With a wide range of amenities, the Opus Concert Café is an upscale, acoustically sound facility located in downtown Cedar Rapids on the 

Paramount Theatre campus and is the perfect location to host your next party, reception, meeting, rehearsal dinner or performance!

• Capacity for up to 150
• Steinway B-Model grand piano

• Podium, projector & screen, house sound
• Theatrical LED lighting

• Ticketing & advertising services for shows
• Catering kitchen and full service-bar

119  Th i r d  Avenue  SE ,  C eda r  Rap i d s  /  319 -366 -8206  /  www.opu s con ce r t c a f e . c om  

Proudly supporting arts & culture
in the corridor by

c o n n e c t i n g
our readers through performance reviews

and VIP ticket opportunities.
Join the conversation.

www.TheGazette.com | /GazetteOnline | @GazetteDotCom Subscribe today! Call (800)397-8333
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US Bank serves customers from across the 
country with branches spanning 25 states 

across the Midwest and western portions 
of the United States. Despite its expansive 
size, US Bank is embedded deeply within the 
individual communities it serves. Through 
14 branch locations in Cedar Rapids and Iowa 
City, US Bank constantly strives to improve our 
lives through serving their patrons well and 
investing in the enhancement of our cities and 
towns. 

The eastern Iowa US Bank locations are led by 
Division President Steve Caves and Regional 
President Nancy Kasparek. Steve Caves, a native 
Iowan, has been with US Bank for 40 years, 
serving in different positions and working his 
way up to where he is today. While overseeing 
the eastern Iowa operations of US Bank, Mr. 
Caves is also involved nationwide as the Director 
of Wealth Management for Community Banking. 
Nancy Kasparek has been with US Bank in Cedar 
Rapids for 19 years – nearly 12 years in her 
position as Regional President for Cedar Rapids 
and Iowa City. Ms. Kasparek also oversees US 
Bank’s philanthropy and community investment 
efforts in eastern Iowa. 

When asked about our greatest strengths 
as a community, both Kasparek and Caves 
agreed that our greatest asset is the quality of 
our people. Ms. Kasparek thinks our people 
“have a great moral compass, great work ethic 
and a commitment to home – a great sense of 
community.” It is this dynamic that continues to 
lead US Bank to invest heavily in organizations 
and nonprofits that enhance the place we 
call home. In 2016, the US Bank Foundation 
redefined its giving program under the name 
“Community Possible” in order to further focus 
its efforts to enhance where its employees, 
customers and neighbors live, work and play. 

US Bank’s support of Orchestra Iowa spans 
decades and involves much more than just 

monetary support. Many US Bank employees have been involved in 
the leadership of Orchestra Iowa – Steve Caves currently serves on the 
Orchestra Iowa Foundation Board and previously served as Chair of 
the Board of Directors for Orchestra Iowa. During his tenure on the 
Board, Caves developed a deeper appreciation for symphonic music 
and the quality of orchestra we have. “The auxiliary activities of 
Orchestra Iowa, like the chamber concerts and Opus Concert Café, 
serve the community on a deeper level because they reach many new 
audiences.” As the Board Chair, Mr. Caves was a member of the search 
committee that hired Maestro Hankewich 10 years ago. Caves says he is 
“dynamic” and “the total package.” Nancy Kasparek has seen Maestro 
Hankewich lead Orchestra Iowa through periods of innovation and 
evolution while providing a distinct vitality to the organization. “Some 
people think this space never changes, but I can feel the innovation 
and energy surrounding Orchestra Iowa.” 

Investing in local arts organizations and community service 
organizations is important to Nancy Kasparek and Steve Caves because 
they see the value of giving back to their community. Support from US 
Bank helps strengthen arts and culture opportunities and education 
programs in communities throughout the state of Iowa and beyond. 
From Orchestra Iowa, we sincerely thank US Bank for its devoted 
support that continues to help make every performance possible!         

Article by Justin Gingerich
Photos provided by US Bank
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tRicKsteRs & tRoubadoRs
MATTHEW RANSOM BASSOOn

CHRISTINE BELLOMY ClARInET
ANdY HARRIS TRUMPET

gRETCHEN BRUMWELL hARP

friday, may 13, 2016, 7:30 Pm   Opus Concert Café

saturday, may 14, 2016, 7:30 Pm   Opus Concert Café

sunday, may 15, 2016, 2:30 Pm   Coralville Center for the Performing Arts

Jan KOETSIER

Alberto GINASTERA 

Antonio VIVALDI 

Darius MILHAUD 

Charles WUORINEN 

Richard STRAUSS  
arr. F. HASENöHRL

Sonata for Horn and Harp, Op. 94 
I. Allegro
II. Larghetto
III. Allegro vivace

Duo for Flute and Oboe, Op. 13 
I. Prelude
II. Pastorale
III. Fugue

Sonata for Bassoon and Harp in A Minor, RV 44
I. Largo
II. Allegro poco
III. Largo
IV. Allegro

La Cheminée du Roi René (The Fireplace of King René ), Op. 205
I. Cortège 
II. Aubade 
III. Jongleurs
IV. La maousinglade
V. Joutes sur l’Arc
VI. Chasse à Valabre
VII. Madrigal nocturne

Bearbeitung über das Glogauer Liederbuch
I. Pauli de Broda Carmen
II. Dy Ezels Crone
III. Der Notter Schwantcz
IV. Der Entepris
V. Helas le Bon Temps (Tinctoris)
VI. Gross Ssenen (Tertius)

Till Eulenspiegel - Einmal anders!

- intermission -

ShOWCASE ChAMBER

dAWN gINgRICH vIOlIn
TIMOTHY WEddLE BASS

JANE WALKER FlUTE
dAVId HEMPEL OBOE
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TRICKSTERS & TROUBADORS

sonata for horn and harp, Op. 94 
Jan Koetsier (1911-2006)

A Dutch-born composer, Koetsier wrote music that is clear, 
tuneful and direct: challenging for the performer but not 
overly complex of design. He was raised in Amsterdam and 
attended the Berlin Hochschule für Musik during the late 
1920s, excelling at conducting and composition. During his 
early career, he was répétiteur at Lübeck and other German 
opera companies. Labeled a “non-national” under Nazi rule, he 
returned to Holland where he went to work at the Kammeroper 
in The Hague; later he was an assistant at the Concertgebouw  
in Amsterdam and conducted the Residentie Orkest in The 
Hague. After the war, he was principal conductor of the 
Bavarian Radio Symphony and taught at Munich’s Hochschule. 
Upon retiring he amassed an enormous body of compositions, 
including symphonies, concertos and chamber works. 

Koetsier’s practice with instrumental colors and orchestral 
textures led him to create a great number of works for 
unusual combinations, especially brass. Among these is 
the Sonata for Horn and Harp from 1983, which permits 
the horn to play with great subtlety and not worry about 
being covered by a too-heavy piano part. The sonata is in 
three straightforward movements: a sonata form with light-
hearted development section, a plaintive slow movement 
that allows the harp some prominence, and a vigorous finale 
that calls for considerable virtuosity from both players. 
 

Duo for Flute and Oboe, Op. 13 
alberto Ginastera (1916-1983)

When Ginastera died in Switzerland at the age of 67 he 
left behind a remarkable legacy. Few composers have so 
resoundingly altered the international image of classical 
traditions in his or her native country. For Ginastera, who was 
born in Buenos Aires of Catalan and Italian parentage, the 
key was to embrace the great music of the European past but 
also to write music that manifested a deep affection for his 
native Argentina. He entered conservatory at age 12 and was 
already winning national prizes in his teens and twenties; as 
a young man he was greatly energized by works of Stravinsky 
and Bartók, whose dynamic rhythmic approaches he sought 
to emulate in his unique way.  

Ginastera was greatly impacted by his first visit to the United 
States (1945-1947), during which his studies with Aaron Copland 
at Tanglewood were funded by a Guggenheim Fellowship. He 

later attempted to make a career in Argentina despite political 
chaos, though his contacts with a wider international musical 
scene during the late 1940s had left an indelible mark. By the 
1950s and ’60s Ginastera was known the world over for operas, 
ballet scores, symphonic works and chamber music. 

The Duo for Flute and Oboe dates from 1945 and had its 
premiere at the New York Public Library in February 1947 
(with flutist Carleton Sprague Smith and oboist Lois Wann). 
It is a cosmopolitan work that “speaks a crystal-clear and 
almost neoclassical idiom of admirable contrapuntal and 
formal perfection,” as the oboist Heinz Holliger has written, 
“while also being influenced by South American folklore.” 
Virgil Thomson wrote of the premiere: “This is the kind of 
music that makes one believe in the New World.” The Duo is 
in three movements: The first is an abbreviated sonata form, 
the second a plaintive shepherd-song for two, and the finale 
a contrapuntal scurry of great vigor and energy. 

sonata for Bassoon and harp in a Minor, rV 44 
antonio Vivaldi (1678-1741)

Few composers can match the sheer volume of Vivaldi’s 
output, much less its peerlessly consistent quality. In addition 
to 50 operas, 150 vocal works, and more than 500 concertos, 
the Venetian cleric and composer wrote at least 100 solo 
sonatas for all manner of instruments. That he loved stringed 
instruments is common knowledge: Less well-known is 
that he loved the bassoon almost as much as the violin, and 
composed some 40 concertos for it. 

Vivaldi and his peers were not averse to transcribing works 
for alternative instrumentation, and thus he probably would 
have embraced today’s performance on bassoon of what 
was originally the Sonata in A minor for Cello and Continuo. 
Though the date of its composition is not clear, it was 
probably intended for the students at Venice’s Conservatorio 
dell’Ospedale: The original includes a continuo part that is 
generally played on harpsichord. 

Transcribed for a wide variety of instrumental combinations, 
the soulful initial Largo gives way to a spirited Allegro 
poco; the second Largo is of a stately motion that forms the 
underpinning for a gorgeous, operatic melody. Any remaining 
tristesse is dispelled in the clear-eyed final Allegro.

La Cheminée du roi rené, Op 205
Darius Milhaud (1892-1974)

Born of a wealthy family in Aix-en-Provençe, Milhaud showed 
incredible musical gifts as a youth and later studied at the 
Paris Conservatory. Among his mentors were Paul Dukas 
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and Charles Widor, but more noteable was his ties to the 
iconoclastic group of “Les Six”. During a trip to New York in 
1922 he became enamored with jazz; among the products 
of this enthusiasm was the ballet La Création du Monde 
from 1923 (which Orchestra Iowa performed at their March 
Masterworks, New Frontiers). Fleeing Nazism in 1940, he 
landed in the United States, where he taught at Mills College 
in California. By the end of his life he had produced hundreds 
of works and could count William Bolcom, Philip Glass, Steve 
Reich, Dave Brubeck and Burt Bacharach among his students. 

Milhaud composed more than two dozen film scores, mostly 
in France. La Cheminée du Roi René (“The Fireplace of King 
René”) was written for a portion of a 1939 French film called 
Cavalcade d’amour, which was set in the Provençe Chateau de 
Champs at three points in history: at the 15th-century court of 
King René of Anjou, in the 19th century, and during present day 
(i.e., 1939). The director, Raymond Bernard, commissioned 
a different composer for each segment: Milhaud, Arthur 
Honegger and Roger Désormière, respectively.

Each of Milhaud’s seven movements is a fragment of 
incidental music, all aimed to evoke the spirit of 15th-century 
Provençe as Milhaud understood it. The titles are translated 
thus: Procession, Morning Song, Jugglers, Sarabande, 
Jousting on the Arc River, Hunting at Valabre and Night-
Madrigal. The composer later adapted the score for wind 
quintet, which was first performed in 1941 at Mills College. 

Bearbeitung über das glogauer Liederbuch
Charles Wuorinen (b. 1938)

When Charles Wuorinen won the Pulitzer Prize in 1970, he 
was at that time the youngest composer to have received the 
accolade: The world could hardly have known the young New 
Yorker was just getting started. A half-century and dozens of 
prizes later (including the MacArthur Fellowship), Wuorinen 
remains one of the world’s most prolific composers, with 
more than 260 works to his credit. As recently as 2014 his 
new opera of Annie Proulx’s Brokeback Mountain created 
a minor sensation in Madrid, and was declared one of 
the most important operas of the 21st century. Yet despite 
having studied with such forward-looking composers as Otto 
Luening, Vladimir Ussachevsky, and Jack Beeson, Wuorinen 
said once in an interview that the music of Bach “remains 
the strongest influence in my life.” 

The composer has written the following about this chamber 
works: “Around 1475, the canon of the Glogau Cathedral had 
copied for him a collection of chansons, sacred works, and 
instrumental pieces from a largely anonymous repertory 
dating mainly from the 1460s and 1470s. The collection 
primarily contains vocal works, but some are clearly intended 
for instrumental use, and it is mainly upon these that I have 

drawn for the settings in the Bearbeitungen [reworkings]. 
“In 1962, I was greatly taken with many kinds of 15th-
century music, and in the pieces I chose to ‘recompose,’ what 
particularly attracted me was the rapidity with which the 
intervallic environment changed from moment to moment, 
almost every new note kaleidoscopically creating a functionally 
‘new’ harmony. This characteristic of so much 15th-century 
counterpoint contrasts sharply with what came later. Here we 
have not yet arrived at the larger overarching sense that even 
music of the Josquin generation already tends to organize, 
subsume, and span smaller details into larger, broader units 
of continuity. I was attracted by these very characteristics in 
these pieces.” 

Till eulenspiegel—einmal anders!
richard strauss (1864-1949; arr. F. hasenöhrl)

The practice of condensing orchestral works and even operas 
for private performance was common in the 19th and early 
20th centuries, though in more recent times such practice 
has often been more for practical than for comic effect. Few 
today would dare try to condense something as ponderous 
as a Strauss tone poem, but Franz Hasenöhrl’s version of Till 
Eulenspiegel works quite well as a chamber work for five 
instruments. It retains the spirit of Strauss’ piece, which had 
begun as an opera about the puckish German folk character 
and was crafted into a symphonic poem in 1894.  

The Till Eulenspiegel “legends” are traditionally thought to 
be based on the life of a real person, a mischievous peasant 
from Braunschweig known for notorious practical jokes that 
made members of the nobility look foolish. For his tone 
poem, Strauss used a variety of these stories, in somewhat 
loose order. Initially he suppressed the programmatic 
indications but later he marked certain “events” into the 
score. The story follows Till through a series of adventures: 
The famous opening horn call has been inscribed thus: “Once 
upon a time there was a roguish jester whose name was Till 
Eulenspiegel.” Till’s skipping second theme expresses his 
carefree attitude. Among his other adventures: a headlong 
ride through a crowded market, the mocking of a minister’s 
sermon, the seduction of a young lady, and a debate with 
learned scholars. Ultimately he is imprisoned and tried for 
his blasphemy of the sermon, and is hanged.

In 1954, the Austrian composer Hasenöhrl took the principal 
themes and ideas from Till and condensed them into a précis 
in which everything seems to be in place. Indeed, those 
unfamiliar with the original might not notice that anything is 
amiss, for Till Eulenspiegel—This Time Somewhat Differently 
contains its own logic and integrity, and can be enjoyed as a 
composition on its own merits. 

Program Notes by Paul Horsley
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“So, you make a living as a musician? Full time?”

this is a question i am asked all the time.  in fact, it was posed to me just last 
month after orchestra iowa’s performance of Schumann’s Second Symphony. 
it’s a question that makes me chuckle but i do sincerely understand the 
nature of the query.  the life and work of a musician hardly falls into the 
rubric of a conventional 9-5 job.  How do i make a living?  What is a day in my 
life as a musician like?

musicians are freelancers. From composer, to conductor, to performer; 
from mozart, to Riccardo muti, to yo yo ma, musicians are masters of self-
employment, self-promotion, and self-reliance. We pursue our love of music 
and our desire to share it in myriad ways. as artists, we grapple with the 
technical mastery of our instruments as well as the deeper meaning behind 
the notes that we play. as professionals trying to make a living, we deal 
with scheduling, pay grades, booking concerts, travel, and expenses. the 
seventy-five musicians you see on stage at the next orchestra iowa concert 
are not just performers and artists; they are entrepreneurs. 

the role of Principal Viola with orchestra iowa fulfills the part of my musical 
life i find most gratifying, which is performance. i feel most alive and 
challenged when playing for others. i currently live in chicago. that means 
my week in iowa starts with a four-hour commute, followed by a three-hour 
rehearsal on thursday evening. Friday morning is usually free, but i try to 
be at the hall early to practice before our “double” (a two-hour rehearsal 
from 4-6 and another from 7:30-10 with a dinner break in between). on 
Saturday there is a 10:00 am dress rehearsal, followed by lunch at the Village 
meat market & café (a newer, wonderful tradition introduced to me by our 
trombone section), a nap, a run, a shower, and then back to the hall to warm-
up before the concert. if there are solos or particularly challenging ensemble 
issues, i might meet with Dawn Gingrich, our concertmaster, or with the 
other principal string players to rehearse. and before i know it, it is 7:30 Pm…
Downbeat!

orchestra iowa delivers performances of a very high caliber and in order to 
do so, it requires players with great technical skill and precision. musicians 
only achieve this level of artistry through hours-upon-hours of individual 
preparation. the schedule i just described only illustrates the time i spend in 
rehearsals the week of the concert. Weeks before that, i labor over bowings, 
listen to recordings, study scores, and practice my individual parts. it is time-
intensive, exhaustive, and occasionally stressful work. But it is well worth the 
effort, for there is hardly a feeling as exhilarating as collaborating with my 
fellow musicians on the Paramount stage.

another pillar in the life of a full-time musician 
is teaching. Whether at a college or university, 
through a music school, or privately at home, 
music education is a critical component of any 
career. Since i’m often in rehearsals over the 
weekend, i teach at the front of the week: group 
classes in the chicago public schools on monday 
and tuesday afternoons, a slate of private 
students at a music school on tuesday evenings, 
and orchestra coachings at a suburban high 
school on Wednesday mornings. i’ve taught in 
charter schools, public schools, individually, and 
in groups. my youngest student is three; my oldest, 
sixty-five. all of my students challenge me to 
take a deeper look into my own approach to the 
instrument and communicate broad and esoteric 
concepts. they also teach me about patience, 
compassion, resilience, and dedication.
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linked to the world of teaching is that of outreach. 
this is a vital aspect of our craft because without 
exposing others to music, we fail to build new 
generations of music lovers. orchestra iowa has a 
tremendous outreach program, and i see this as 
one of my greatest roles with the symphony. We 
spend considerable time performing for students, 
both as a full orchestra at our youth concerts and 
in smaller groups through our music in the Schools 
(mitS) program. mitS allows our ensembles to 
travel throughout the corridor for weeks at a 
time and play in front of three or four elementary 
school audiences a day. Back in chicago, karla 
Galva (orchestra iowa’s Principal Second Violinist) 
and i often wake up early in the morning to give 
interactive presentations for students in the arts-
starved junior high schools of inner-city chicago.  
inspiring others to use music as a means of 
expression is one of the most rewarding ways in 
which i spend my time.

the last element of my life as a professional 
musician involves work that runs the gamut. 
impossible to categorize, it can include sight-
reading string riffs with a michael Jackson cover 
band or playing ceremony music for a bride walking 
down the aisle. i spend many wonderful Sundays 
playing Bach cantatas at church services. i will often 
join colleagues to play string quartets on recital 
series or collaborate with composers to premiere 
new works. i have improvised on the electric violin 
at downtown chicago hotels and performed at 
Bulls’ halftime shows. i’ve played back-up fiddle 
for the likes of Josh Groban and the trans-Siberian 
orchestra and recorded for movie soundtracks and 
pop artists.  these gigs offer creative opportunities 

aManDa griMM enjoys a versatile career as a freelance artist in 
the greater Chicago area.  A graduate of the Oberlin Conservatory 
and Carnegie Mellon University she has performed as a soloist, 
recitalist, and concertmaster in both the United States and abroad.  
A passionate chamber musician and collaborator, she has played in 
such venues as Carnegie Hall and Orchestra Hall, and at the Fringe 
Festival in Edinburgh, Scotland. As an active orchestral musician, she 
regularly plays with groups throughout the Midwest, including the 
Elgin Symphony, the Fort Wayne Philharmonic, and the Milwaukee 
Symphony.  Ms. Grimm is also the violist of the Petar Jankovic 
Ensemble; their third CD will be released in 2017 on the Naxos label. 

for me to expand my skills as a musician and also provide the excitement of 
never quite knowing what may be around the corner. 

When i’m not teaching, rehearsing, or performing? these are the hours in 
my day that are most precious. these are the hours that i spend practicing 
my viola in the never-ending quest to play better today than i did yesterday. 
these are the hours that i spend playing for my mentors; musicians who pass 
on their knowledge, skills, and stories with such generosity that i might one 
day achieve what they have.  these are the hours during which i listen to 
recordings of those great artists who have come before me, who challenge 
my concepts of sound and who give clues to the secret of what musicianship 
truly embodies.  these are the hours during which i explore music; music 
as my passion and my means of expression. music intersects with my life in 
such intricate ways that in a sense, the work never truly ends.  But that also 
means that what i do is never truly work. i am incredibly fortunate to make a 
living by sharing what i love with the world. and that makes a day in my life 
pretty remarkable.

article by amanda Grimm, orchestra iowa Principal Viola
Story photo by alisabeth Von Presley

Headshot by alexis Daigt
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musiC direCtor timotHy HankewicH

the 2015/2016 season marks timothy hankewich’s tenth year as the 
music director of orchestra iowa. hankewich, who is popular with 
audiences and critics alike, has earned an outstanding reputation as 
a maestro whose classical artistry is as inspiring as his personality 
is engaging. recent guest appearances have included performances 
with the victoria Symphony as well as a tour throughout the Czech 
republic and Slovakia with the moravian Philharmonic and the Slovak 
State orchestra. in September of 2014, orchestra iowa under maestro 
hankewich’s direction released it’s first ever commercial recording 
featuring composer michael daugherty’s american gothic. 

while in iowa, maestro hankewich led his organization through 
a catastrophic flood in 2008 and raised it to new heights of artistic 
accomplishment and financial security. he helped restore its damaged 
performance venue, aided in the reconstruction of its offices, and 
helped implement a new successful business model allowing the 
orchestra to grow. Because of these achievements, he has been asked 
to advise boards of directors of other orchestras on how to achieve 
meaningful artistic and financial health in the wake of a crisis.

Prior to his position with orchestra iowa, mr. hankewich served as 
the resident Conductor of the Kansas City Symphony for seven years. 
he has held additional staff conducting positions with the oregon 
Symphony, indianapolis Symphony and the evansville Philharmonic. 
winner of the prestigious aspen Conducting award in 1997, 
hankewich has enjoyed appearing often as a guest conductor, leading 
such organizations as orchestra london, the Kitchener-waterloo 
Symphony, as well as the windsor, Santa rosa, indianapolis, oregon 
and China Broadcasting Symphony orchestras. 

timothy hankewich is a native of dawson Creek, British Columbia 
and is married to his wife Jill, a pharmacist. he graduated from the 
university of alberta, earning his bachelor of music degree with 
honors in piano performance under Professor alexandra munn, and 
a master’s degree in choral conducting under the direction of dr. 
leonard ratzlaff. he received his doctorate in instrumental and opera 
conducting from indiana university, where his primary teachers 
were imre Pallo and thomas Baldner. his studies have also included 
summers in vienna and aspen where he worked under the tutelage of 
maestros david zinman, Bruno weill, yuri temirkanov, robert Spano, 
michael Stern, murray Sidlin, Julius rudel, James dePreist, and  
James Conlon.

in memoriam: american composer Steven Stucky
november 7, 1949 − February 14, 2016



musicians of orcHestra iowa

violin
Dawn Gingrich, Concertmaster
   John N. Knapp Chair

anita tucker, 
Associate Concertmaster

madeline capistran, 
Assistant Concertmaster

karla Galva, 
Principal Second Violin
   McConoughey Family Chair

open, Associate Principal 
Second Violin 
   Myron & Esther Wilson Chair

alla cross, Assistant Principal 
Second Violin

Bryce christensen

lucy Duke

michael Hall

Jerry Henry

Spencer Howard

linda Judiesch

Pei-yun lee

Samuel Rudy*

Peter tilly

viola
amanda Grimm, Principal
   Leland & Peggy
   Smithson Chair

open,  
Associate Principal 

Jenwei yu,  
Assistant Principal

Sara aboZena

matt Barwegen

michelle Bennett

michael kimber

andrew Steffen

cello
laura Usiskin, Principal
   Christian & Patti 
   Tiemeyer Chair

James ellis, 
Associate Principal 
   Patricia K McPherson Chair

amy Phelps,  
Assistant Principal

Whitney Giller

tom maples

lillian Pettitt

Diane Platte

andrew Stern

bass
timothy Weddle,  
Principal

michael Van Ryn,  
Associate Principal

John Hall

clint Sevcik

Jeanette Welch

Flute
Jane Walker, Principal 

Hsing-i Ho

kimberly Helton

oboe
David Hempel, Principal
   Phyllis Fleming Chair

Barbara Reck

Jillian camwell

claRinet
christine Bellomy, Principal
   David & Ann Lawrence Chair

emily Beisel

lisa Wissenberg

bassoon
matthew Ransom, Principal

Greg morton

hoRn
charles Harris, Principal

Patricia Brown, Assistant Principal 

Peter kortenkamp

William eisenberg

Dan malloy

tRuMPet
andrew classen, Principal  
   CRST International Chair

aren Van Houzen

tRoMbone
casey maday, Principal

caleb lambert

bass tRoMbone
Will Baker

tuba
Blaine cunningham, Principal

tiMPani
alan lawrence, Principal

PeRcussion
tom mackey, Principal
   Dr. Douglas & Patricia 
   Sedlacek Chair

michael Geary

haRP
Gretchen Brumwell, Principal
   William** & Julianne Thomas Chair

Piano
miko kominami, Principal

*leave of absence
** Posthumous Recognition
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Just like you, we chose  
Cedar Rapids as our home.

We are proud to  
be a part of our 
community.

UFG is headquartered in downtown Cedar Rapids.

www.ufgins.com
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BIG BAD VOODOO DADDY
2016 marks the 24th anniversary of Big Bad Voodoo Daddy’s 
remarkable arrival onto the music scene. Since it’s formation 
in the early nineties in Ventura, California, the band has toured 
virtually nonstop, performing on average over 150 shows a year, 
and has produced a sizable catalog of recorded music, with sales 
of over 2 million albums to date. Early on, during their legendary 
residency at the Derby nightclub in Los Angeles, they reminded 
the world that it was still cool to swing. The band, cofounded by 
singer Scotty Morris and drummer Kurt Sodergren, was at the 
forefront of the swing revival of that time, blending a vibrant fusion 
of the classic American sounds of jazz, swing, and dixieland, with 
the energy and spirit of contemporary culture. 

Big Bad Voodoo Daddy’s all original core line-up includes Scotty 
Morris (lead vocals and guitar), Kurt Sodergren (drums), Dirk 
Shumaker (double bass and vocals), Andy Rowley (baritone 
saxophone and vocals), Glen “The Kid” Marhevka (trumpet), Karl 
Hunter (saxophones and clarinet) and Joshua Levy (piano and 
arranger). Joining them on the road are Anthony Bonsera Jr. 
(trumpet) and Alex Henderson (trombone.) 

Big Bad Voodoo Daddy’s efforts to promote and revitalize swing 
music have taken shape as much more than a simple tribute. Taking 
inspiration from the creators of this uniquely American art form, 
the band’s original horn-infused music and legendary high energy 
show introduces the genre to a new and younger generation while 
remaining cognizant and respectful of the music’s rich legacy. 

Big Bad Voodoo Daddy’s first phase of stardom featured an 
appearance in the 1996 indie film Swingers, a movie that not 
only launched the careers of Vince Vaughn and Jon Favreau, but 
introduced Big Bad Voodoo Daddy to an audience beyond their 
Los Angeles base. The band’s music has appeared in countless 
films and television shows, including The Wild, Despicable Me, 
Phineas & Ferb, Friends, Third Rock From The Sun, Ally McBeal, 
and So You Think You Can Dance. They have appeared live on 
Dancing With The Stars, Late Night With Conan O’Brien, NBC’s 
Christmas in Rockefeller Center, The Macy’s Thanksgiving Day 
Parade, a remarkable seven appearances on The Tonight Show 
with Jay Leno, and the Super Bowl XXXIII Halftime Show. The band 
has also appeared as special guests with many of the country’s 
most distinguished symphony orchestras, and has performed for 
three U.S. Presidents. 

After 24 years, 10 records, over 2700 live shows, and countless 
appearances in film and television, Big Bad Voodoo Daddy is 
showing no signs of slowing down, and is looking forward to 
celebrating it’s 25th anniversary in 2017.

SCOTTY MORRIS

DIRK SHUMAKER

GLEN “THE KID” MARHEVKA

JOSHUA LEVY

ALEX HENDERSON

KURT SODERGREN

ANDY ROWLEY

KARL HUNTER

ANTHONY BONSERA, JR.
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May 14 // Cedar Falls & Waterlooregister now

wcfsymphony.org/symphonycycle // 319.273.3373

A cycling festival to support wcfsymphony,  
with perfect routes for all ages and abilities 
plus a family-friendly post-ride celebration.

www.kirkwood.edu/artshumanities

PERFORMING ARTS AT  

KIRKWOOD 
COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Take your creative flair to a new level! 
Shine in our award-winning music groups, 
star in a large-scale theatre production or 
showcase your talents in our art gallery.

P r e s e n t s :
FUNNY GIRL

Dows Theatre, Coe College 
1220 1st Ave NE, Cedar Rapids

June 2, 3, 4, 8:00 pm  June 5 2:30 pm

Tickets on sale now at artsiowa.com 
or 319-366-8203. Group rates available.

With a dazzling score by Jule Styne, Funny Girl is the
musical story based on the life of Fanny Brice, and the

show that made Barbra Streisand a star.

For more information:
RevivalTheatreCompany.com



ian and his wife isabelle greeted me outside of the restaurant. they were 
unloading their car with a few items for that week’s menu. as he opened the 
back door leading into the kitchen, out wafted an intoxicating aroma of sweet 
and savory scents. “oh, it already smells so good,” i exhaled. “Ha, and we haven’t 
even started cooking yet,” isabelle chuckled through her native French accent. 
“We are so used to the smell now, we don’t even notice anymore.”

Not even cooking yet? i mused to myself and felt my stomach give a quiet rumble. 
That scent must be baked into the building.

ian and isabelle cummings are the tour de force behind one of cedar Rapids 
newest restaurants, l’auberge. nestled in the southeast side of town between 
mt. Vernon Road and 36th Street, the quaint restaurant opened in november 
2015. the casual French diner replaced the cummings previous venture and 
beloved bakery to many, croissant du Jour. While croissant du Jour specialized 
in pastries and light lunches, l’auberge offers patrons a warm and inviting 
atmosphere to dine over the rich, layered flavors of country French comfort 
cuisine. 

towards the front of the restaurant, isabelle went about clearing off one of 
the perfectly set four-tops so we could talk. the newly remodeled interior is a 

neutral palette of cream, beige, and honey-oak, 
offset by accents of black linens and crisp white 
place settings. the freshly cut roses that adorn 
each table offer soft pops of pink, and French-
inspired fabric patterns help create a bistro 
ambience. in the center of the seating area, a 
small wooden mantle decorates the entrance 
into the service station. above the mantle 
hang five small black and white photographs. a 
closer look reveals portraits of isabelle’s family 
and landscapes of her home back in France.

“When we first opened croissant du Jour, we 
had young children at home and didn’t want 
to be away in the evenings. now that they are 
in college it doesn’t matter so much anymore,” 
ian explained. “We were getting tired of waking 
up at three in the morning six-days-a-week 
and our customers kept saying ‘you should do 
dinner,’ so we thought why not. it was time for 
a change.”
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Serving dinner tuesday through Saturday from 5:00 to 9:00 
Pm, the menu boasts French classics like Beef Burgundy, Roast 
chicken and Duck confit. Half-inspired by isabelle’s childhood 
memories of her mother’s cooking and half-inspired by ian’s 
first job at a French restaurant near chicago, they have created 
an atmosphere where you can enjoy a delicious a meal for a 
reasonable price. Striving to be more than just a restaurant for 
special occasions, they hope people will come to see l’auberge 
as a place they can go anytime. “We want you to feel like you are 
at home even though you are not,” isabelle added with a smile. 

and it does feel that way. as i sat across from ian and isabelle, 
jotting down my notes and listening to them explain why it takes 
two days to make the perfect croissant (something i didn’t know 
nor quite appreciate until now), i became enamored with their 
dynamic. a true partnership, ian cooks while isabelle manages 
the front of the house. they are each other’s perfect complement, 
and it is clear that the restaurant is the real-life manifestation of 
their twenty-five (almost twenty-six) year relationship. 

the couple, who met in France while ian was honing his skills as 
a pastry chef, soon returned to iowa where they could be near 
his family. a former wallflower, isabelle never thought about 
working in the service industry and the idea of waiting on people 
once terrified her. However, one night ian enlisted her help on a 
short-staffed catering job for the local restaurant where he was 
chef at the time. they have been working alongside each other 

ever since, and isabelle now delights in the part of the job that 
use to petrify her the most. “Greeting our guests is one thing i 
really enjoy,” she commented. “to me, our regulars are like 
family. it drives me nuts to be back in the kitchen and not know 
what is going on up in the front.”

it is that sort of care and attention that one should come to 
expect from this classically casual French restaurant. Discard any 
preconceived notion about snooty waiters adorned in black-ties 
and tails, serving snails with champagne. this just isn’t that type 
of French eatery. l’auberge serves simple and delicious food that 
can be enjoyed in a relaxed setting. every dish is prepared as a 
labor of love. it is the kind of place you go when you want a great 
meal. it is the kind of place you go to with family and friends. it is 
the kind of place that keeps you coming back for more.
 
if you are interested in dining at l’auberge (and i highly 
recommend you do) ian and isabelle suggest that guests make 
reservations in advance, especially for the weekends. to find 
out more about l’auberge, including how to make a reservation 
or to browse their full menu, you can visit them online at  
laubergecr.com or call them at 319-826-6921.

article & Photographs by alexis Dagit

beef buRgunDy & chicken in cReam sauce
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2016-17 SEASON

The Flick
Sister Act

Studio Cabaret
Tribes

Disney’s Beauty & the Beast
Studio Improv

Next Fall

New Play Festival
Assassins

The Crucible
Vinegar Tom

Peter Pan
The Bully Plays

Billy Elliot the Musical

Subscriptions on sale now!



• Buying now means you choose from six customizable floor plans  
(1300-2200 sq ft), flooring, cabinetry and appliances 

• Indoor parking 

• 65 acre wooded campus 

• The privacy and independence of your own home with the added  
benefits of Meth-Wick Community

Plan ahead – call Julie Farmer today at 319-297-8638 to find out more.

Easy elegance is yours for the choosing.
Oakwood is a new condominium living option at  
Meth-Wick Community breaking ground in Spring 2016.

1224 13th Street NW
Cedar Rapids, IA
methwick.org/oakwood



We are grateful to the following donors whose commitment and generosity make the music and the education 
possible through gifts to the Annual Fund, Orchestra Iowa School and Orchestra Iowa Endowment. We would 
also like to thank the many donors of less than $150 whose gifts are vital to the Orchestra’s continued success.

ORCHESTRA IOWA
InDIvIDUAl hOnOR ROll

chaiRMan’s ciRcle
$10,000 +
Joseph m. kacena Fund**
Patricia mcPherson
William & Bertha olin
Dorotha Sundquist 

conductoR’s ciRcle
$5,000 - $9,999
anonymous (1)
the Jared & carol Hills Foundation 
David & ann lawrence 
Dee ann mcintyre
David & mary Jo Rater
Dr. Douglas & Patricia Sedlacek 
leland & Peggy Smithson 
William* & Julianne thomas
myron & esther Wilson 

aRtist’s ciRcle
$2,500 - $4,999 
anonymous (2)
Bruce & Janis altorfer
John & Stephanie Ballard
Greg & teresa Barnett
David & kay Basler
Janet D. Blackledge 
Rad & Joyce Finch 
leonard & marlene Hadley
kay Halloran
tim & Jill Hankewich 
edna Herbst Fund**
Peter & ingrid kolln**
marilyn magid
neal marple & Jane Rheem
Dick & kate minette 
craig & minny olson
Richard & Rita olson
Harry J. Samms
James & Sara Sauter
Bill & teddy Shuttleworth 
Dr. & mrs. James J. Stickley
Robert & ann Swaney 
oather & mirela taylor
Peter & Susan tilly 
Stephen & Victoria West

oPus ciRcle
$1,000 - $2,499 
anonymous (3)

Roger & Dixie allen
Jon & Debbie Bancks
linda Barnes
Robert Becker & Diane Handler
Peter F. Bezanson Fund**
John & mary ellen Bickel 
John & cindy Bloomhall
Peter & Joann Bryant
cam & kathy campbell
tim & Janice charles 
mary chesebro
Jeffrey D. collier
Bryce & Phyllis cunningham
William Davis & kathryn Franzenburg
Wendy & Greg Dunn Family Fund**
Dr. & mrs. David c. Gehring
tony & magda Golobic
marc & cathy Gullickson
laurie Hamen
kevin & Pat Hanick
David & Jackie Harris
David & Susan Haupt
carl & Jill Henrici Fund**
charlotte & William Hinson  
    Family Foundation
Gary Hoech
Jim & ann Hoffman 
Vern & clare Hudek Fund**
Phil & kathy Jasper
charles & marcia Jepsen
Brad & eileen Johnson
clay & Debbie Jones Family Foundation
leRoy & Diane karr
Robert F. & Janis l. kazimour 
mary kemen & Brian Randall
Barbara knapp & Jim nikrant
Dennis & karen kral 
Jeffrey & mary krivit
Joanie lacayo
thomas & nancy lackner
Joanna & Wieslaw machnowski
Judy & Bruce mcGrath
Jo & larry mcGrath Fund**
Dennis & Jean mcmenimen
Peggy & Jim meek
tim & kim michels
Rachel & Vincent mills 
Jeffrey & kris nielsen
Barnes & Judy o’Donnell
Jean overton

Dr. & mrs. Peter Pardubsky
Dr. naser & cathie Payvandi
chuck & mary ann Peters
Barbara & Philip Peterson
Denny & Jan Redmond
katharine Risk
Dr. John & Joyce Schuchmann
margaret & tom Sears 
Roger & teddi Smith
Don & mary thompson 
Glenn & audrey Van Roekel
allen & kathryn Varney
Dennis & luann Wangeman
P. Brian & Deane Watters
Dr. Jeffrey Westpheling
Judi Whetstine & Bob Rush

MeMbeR 
$300 - $999 
anonymous (6)
mr. & mrs. Robert W. allsop
tom & Sarah anderson
Jean H. ashby Fund**
addison & Janet ault
the Barnes Family
James Beranek
mr. Steven c. Berg
tara & arlon Berkhof
Dr. & mrs. lee Birchansky
Del & Delores Block
alan & terry Boyden
karen & John Brandt 
Dr. & mrs. Beamer Breiling
michael & Victoria Brooks
Dan Bryant & Barbara Hames-Bryant
arnold & libby Bucksbaum
David & Dorea Burkamper
Frank & Susan camp
Richard m. & ellen caplan
thomas and Patrice carroll
Warren & Joan chadima
Dennis & ellie charipar
Dr. & mrs. mohit chawla
ivan & mary Bess chester
Peter & kelley cole
Paul & Rosanne congdon
Syndy & James conger
David & olive crew
Dr. Dave crumley
Dr. Steve elliott
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Beatrice a. Furner
may G. Gortner charitable trust
Harlan & kay Graber
Don & marj Grimm
Robert & kelly Haag
lynn & tork Harman
kathy Hall & terry Pitts 
c. m. Haverkamp
ted & tish Healey 
Joanne Hendricks & Donald Stamy
David Hodgin**
tony & Suzanne Huebsch
Dorothy  S. Johnson
G. Richard & Jacqueline R. Johnson
Preston & Beth Johnson
mrs. marilyn keller
Jim & connie kennedy
Richard kohl
Whealen & laura koontz
Drs. keith kopec & nancy lorenzini
Daniel & Janet kortenkamp
keith & cheryl krewer
Douglas & Sharon laird
mary larson
David & inez lensch
thea leslie 
mark & corenne liabo
louis & claire licht
Bruce & Betty lindholm
cedric & marcia lofdahl
kerry & kay mann
yvonne mccabe
clinton mcclintock
carolyn & norm mcelwain
Ronald & lillian mcGraw
Jim & Rose marie monagan 
Dick & Babs moore
Robert & tara moorman
Darrell & middie morf
Frank & Jill morriss
mr. & mrs. matthew mulbrook
Drs. Janet merfeld & kevin murray
Dr. margaret murray
Robert & lynn ocken
David & carolyn oliver
clark & Jacquie oster
Pete Peraud
Debra Piehl
Joe & Sherry Pugh
Joe & martha Rasmussen
Bernie Rehnstrom
Dr. Ronald & Sue Reider
karl & lois Renter
art & Harriet Rinderknecht
Jack F. Roland
John & monica Roltgen
carolyn Pigott Rosberg
John m. & Wilma ann Wallin  
    Sagers Fund**
Jeffrey & kristin Schaefer
John & carolyn Schmidt
Frieda Schmitz
Helmut & mara Schrott
Jim & Pat Sealy
John & arla Senko

Paul R. & Rebecca F. Shawver Fund**
marilyn Sippy
tom & amy Stanczyk
annemarie Stark & Don Buss
Susan & Gary Streit
tudy Streletzky
larry & Barbara taylor
Janet & charles thulin
Forrest & alexandra tomes
linda & calvin Van niewaal
teresa Waln
Doug & lori Wenzel
Hank Williams
thomas & Susan Wolle
ken & Beth Zamzow
R. mark & tracy Zimmerman

suPPoRting FRiend 
$150 - $299
craig & Judith anderson
marian l Barnes, m.D.
alan & liz Bergeron
esther Bos
Robert & Vida Brenner
Doug & michelle Brock
alicia Brown-matthes
arthur & miriam canter
anne carter
Robert & Joan arthurs chadima
Steve & kaye christ
Dr. tony colby
Wendy & curt cox
margaret Dana
alice Daugherty
mrs. Betty Debban
Jim eichhorn
Jeff & terri elgin
elizabeth engel
Jack & nancy evans
James & JoFran Falcon
John Fingert
Dean & laura Gesme Family Fund**
Doris Gitzy
Donald & Joyce Haugen
norbert & Suzanne Hemesath
Ray & maree Heng
anne & Jim Hodges
John a. Hoffman & laura otting
Gingie Hunstad
marybeth Jaggard
Peter Jaynes & Jane Schildroth
James F. kern 
David klemm & catherine Deming
mary lea & Dick kruse
Bob & Fran krzywicki
Dave kubicek
mike langheim
mr. & mrs. Bruce lehrman
Dick & carol lensing
John & laura locher
mick & lynda lynch
Pam mahany
Danny & maura mahoney
Frank & cheryle mitvalsky
tom moran

ed & Barbara mumford
mark ogden & iris muchmore
Scott & Penny olson
Betty J. osincup
ken & Barb owen
Brett & Beth Papendick
mary lou Peters
William & Doris Preucil
John & Sherry Purdie
margaret & Francis Quinlan
melissa lyon Randall
Sol & Suanne Rocklin
kurt G. Rogahn
Jack and trudi Rosazza
Barbara Ross
David & Barbara Rossate
John & June Sackett
nathan Savin & Susan enzle
Rich & Donna Scheer
Jennifer Schulte
Richard & Jeanne Sentman
J. David & charlotte Siebert
Ray Smith & lynda Black-Smith
James & nancy Spencer
Randy & kris Sterner
W. Richard & Joyce Summerwill
melvin & Diane Sunshine
ms. angeline taake
Shirley thornton
Jerry & Deb Van Dyke
John & alice Wasson
Stanley & marilue Watkins
Ryan & amanda West
James & Helen Westcot
Paul & Gail Williams
norman & mary ellen Wright
ekhard and Wendy Ziegler

honoRaRiuMs
Gifts were made to Orchestra Iowa’s 
Annual Fund in honor of the following:
Dorothy Bell
Bob Glocke
Bob tree

MeMoRials
Gifts were made to Orchestra Iowa’s 
Annual Fund in memory of:
neal caraway 
Bob Fletcher
Ruth lightner Hastings Brown  
    & charles Hastings
les & Blanche lawrence
Herb osincup
William l. thomas

Gifts were made to the Orchestra Iowa 
Endowment in memory of:
John n. knapp

* Posthumous recognition
** Funds of the Greater cedar Rapids 
community Foundation

This list reflects Honor Roll contributions 
made through February 26, 2015.
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orchestra iowa is fortunate to be the recipient of 
marjorie Fletcher’s time, talent and treasures.  

as a young child, Fletcher would attend concerts 
with her parents which is where her love of music 
began. a piano and violin student from grades 
four through nine, margie mentioned that at times 
when she attends the symphony she becomes 
mesmerized by the musicians on stage.  if only 
she had continued her studies, perhaps she could 
be performing on stage instead of sitting in the 
audience.  

While in college margie quickly became an avid 
volunteer, being elected to the University of iowa 
mortar Board (service honorary) and Phi Beta 
kappa.  She has not stopped volunteering and 
learning since.  During the first years of her married 
life, she became involved with the cedar Rapids 
Symphony Guild. She served throughout the 1960’s 
and 1970’s in many capacities including community 
work, fundraising, and as part of the board.  in 
addition to her volunteer activities, she greatly 
enjoyed attending concerts and social events 
surrounding them with her husband and friends.  

Returning to the volunteer scene after substitute teaching in the cedar 
Rapids high schools for 22 years, margie has been an usher for the Follies, 
a dedicated volunteer for the Development department where she helps 
prepare mailings, uses her educational talents at children’s events and 
greets fellow members of the maestro’s circle Planned Giving Society at 
many concerts.  

margie’s passion for the orchestra and supporting it is clear. “We need to have 
more choices of music in our community, including classical compositions of 
old masters that we don’t want to see die,” she said. “if we don’t support the 
orchestras which are playing this music, it may fade away forever.” 

margie feels that memorials and honorary gifts given to orchestra iowa are 
a lovely way to help the organization and to preserve the memories of loved 
ones and friends.

 
article by Darcy caraway 

Portrait by lifetouch Photography 
Marge McChristy & Margie pose for a picture while  

volunteering at Orchestra Iowa’s Brucemorchestra
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MAESTRO’S CIRClE

the maestro’s circle are individuals 
who have included the orchestra’s 
endowment Fund in their planned 
giving. For more information about 
making a planned gift please call 
319.366.8206.

John & mary ellen Bickel
Janet Blackledge
John & karen Brandt
Steve & Suzanne caves
tim & Janice charles
Jane coyne
Greg & Wendy Dunn
Rad & Joyce Finch
marjorie Fletcher
les & katrina Garner
terry & carey Downs Gibson
Bob & Penny Gilchrist
tony & magda Golobic
Barbara Green
marc & cathy Gullickson
kathy Hall & terry Pitts
timothy & Jillien Hankewich
mary lou & Don Hattery
margaret Haupt
ted & tish Healey
Joanne Hendricks & Donald Stamy
Jane Walker & David Hempel
Jerry & Jennifer Henry
Jared & carol Hills
James & ann Hoffman
alice Hoffmeier
Robert Holmes &  
    Sharon carmody-Holmes
Fred & Dee ann Johnson
G. Richard & Jacqueline R. Johnson
clay & Debbie Jones
ed & Stephanie karr
Robert F. & Janis l. kazimour
Barbara knapp & Jim nikrant
Peter & ingrid kolln
Dennis & karen kral
George & ludene krem
Bob kucharski
mick & Jan landgren
David & ann lawrence

thea & Roger* leslie
c. John & Dina marie linge
Doug & marlene loftsgaarden
tom & marilyn mark
Robert massey 
larry mcGrath
Vincent & Rachel mills
R. P. “ Dick “ & kate minette
Jim & Rose marie monagan
Paul & Jennifer morf
Jeffrey & kristine nielsen
Greg & Debbie neumeyer
clark & Jacquie oster
Jerry & marilyn owen
mrs. lanette c. Passman
Denny & Jan Redmond
Jack & Jackie* Roland
Bob Rush & Judi Whetstine 
eugene R. Schwarting
craig & Gretchen Sealls
margaret & tom Sears
Doug & Pat Sedlacek
chris Shimon
Bill & teddy Shuttleworth
marilyn & Dayton* Sippy
John & Dyan Smith
leland & Peggy Smithson
Sara & al* Sorensen
Dorotha Sundquist
Dr. James & marianna Stickley
Robert & ann Swaney
Don & mary thompson
Dr. christian tiemeyer &  
    Patti Farris tiemeyer
Peter & Susan tilly
Stan Wiederspan
myron & esther Wilson
Jason & leslie Wright
elaine young
*indicates posthumous recognition

Orchestra Iowa holds gifts received through bequests and other deferred plans in endowment funds. growth of these funds 

are necessary to guarantee the Orchestra's future as they generate annual revenue that helps to assure artistic growth and 

development, expand and maintain education and engagement programs, and keep ticket prices affordable. For more 

information, please contact the development Office at Orchestra Iowa at 319.366.8206. if you have already included Orchestra 

Iowa in your estate plan, please let us know. We would like the opportunity to express our thanks to you.
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like all parents, Jim and linda Zachar want the best for their 
children. For them, introduction to music at a young age is an 
integral part of helping their children learn and grow. that is 
why they have been offering music education opportunities 
to their sons, anthony and tim, since before they could even 
crawl. “music has always been an important part of my life,” 
notes linda, who studied piano growing up. “music runs in my 
family. even though my Grandpa George couldn’t read music, 
he could play anything. He played in a local band in the 1930 
and 40s and had a little comedy routine with his ‘fiddle’ that he 
did at elementary schools after he retired. Just a week before 
he passed away, he played his accordion for the ‘old folks’ at the 
nursing home...he was 88!”

linda grew up in a small town in southern iowa, where there 
was a marching band but no string or early childhood programs. 
Being able to raise her children in cedar Rapids means so many 
more readily available opportunities for music exposure. “i 
want to be sure to share my love of music with our children. it is 
all around them in our home.”

While their children were still in diapers, a Google search for 
Suzuki-based instruction (a particular method for teaching 
music) led the family to discover the orchestra iowa School and 
its early childhood programs, music together and Pied Piper. 
“i liked Pied Piper concerts from the start. the musicians talk 
about their instruments and play pieces my toddler recognized 
and responded to,” remembers linda. “the concerts are free 
and fun and my children could sing or clap or giggle. and we 
learned something about the instruments along the way.”

Both of the Zachar children attended music together classes as 
well. anthony and tim, age 18 months and 3 months at the time, 
loved the program. “especially the drums, any percussion type 
instrument. anthony took to it right away and i appreciated that 
he was free to move and sing and experiment with the simple 
instruments. even at three months old, tim responded to the 
class,” she recounts. “in the beginning, i kept him in the sling for 
much of the time, but he gradually participated more and more. 
later, i remember watching him in his car seat, keeping time to 
music much earlier than i expected and earlier than his brother 
had done.” 

the learning didn’t stop there though. at home, the boys would 
play “music together” having parades and dance parties. She 
continues, “it spilled over into everyday life. it was just such a 
fun way to spend time with my babies. music was something we 
did together, and i think this message stayed with the boys.”

Dad Jim Zachar had less experience with music education early 
on, but gave support to the events and activities, especially as 
he could see the joy and sharing that takes place in the process. 
He often took the boys to class, singing and moving along with 
the other parents. He laughs, “you don’t have to be a first class 
singer to join in with Riding in the car or See the Pony Galloping, 
just a willingness to feel a little silly and enjoy interacting with 
your children.”

the Zachar Family, christmas 2015
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once the children moved through the music together literature, linda directed them to 
the youth choruses. “it was not something they were familiar with or that they clamored 
for,” linda admits. “in fact, when i came to the sign-up and gave anthony the audition 
form that read, “i agree to attend all rehearsals faithfully and practice the music at 
home” anthony said “no!” Fast forward to today and anthony has ultimately become an 
enthusiastic choral student, as well as his brother timothy, who is part of the Harmony 
chorus, the kindergarten/first grade group. they look forward to being in the same 
chorus next year and are eager with anticipation at the opportunity that awaits them 
in Discovery chorus. Having attended the nutcracker and Brucemorchestra concerts 
with their parents, they have seen firsthand the Discovery chorus sing alongside the 
orchestra and are already picturing themselves onstage in blue bowties and tuxedo 
shirts.

in addition to his choral regime, anthony has developed an interest in piano. once the 
family was able to connect with instructor mark Baumann everything came together. 
“mark speaks boy,” linda tell us. “He unlocked something in anthony, and now anthony 
has really taken a shine to the instrument. He practices faithfully without nagging and 
looks forward to performing for us and others.”

But finding the right fit for music education was not the easiest task for the Zachars. 
Both boys are home schooled and there is little available in the way of music education 
through the association that supports them. “We love home schooling and it is a natural 
fit for us, but outside of invitations to an occasional event, it is hard to find music 
programs. the orchestra iowa School programs were instrumental in introducing our 
children to music.” 

With so many personal experiences to pull from, linda makes an astute observation 
about children and music, “if your child doesn’t like to practice, it’s because something 
isn’t working. maybe it’s the instrument choice or the current music. maybe their 
schedule is too hectic and they don’t have time. Sometimes hard choices must be made. 
But if your child doesn’t want to practice, you have to change something to make it fun 
again. Don’t just give up. music is too important.”

Her husband Jim adds, “What brings it all together for us as a family is the concert 
experience. orchestra iowa School is connected to the symphony itself. We really didn’t 
attend the concerts much before anthony joined the chorus, but the School provides a 
concert ticket for the student and another for a companion/family member. it was not 
hard to pick up an extra ticket or two so that we could all attend together.”

Jim goes on to explain why this ritual has evolved into a real love of the entire 
experience, “it is not just the music, although the music is exceptional, but we make a 
point of educating the children on everything; starting with the etiquette of dinner at 
a nice restaurant, how to order off a menu, how to talk to a waiter, how to assist with 
chairs and doors and how to carry on a conversation. once you get to the theater it 
is how to find seats and when to clap and what the conductor does and why that last 
person on the stage gives the note for everyone to follow. there is much to learn, but 

this taste of culture makes them better, 
more complete people. We have loved it 
and plan to go back often.”

and while some parents may find an 
evening out like this daunting, the 
Zachars have found a way to make 
it work. “the children are young, so 
we tend to leave at intermission so 
we can observe bedtimes,” says Jim. 
“But what they have taken home has 
been incredible. Brucemorchestra was 
incredible! cannons, bells and spectacle 
enough for any boy. We attended the 
Russian masters concert just recently. 
anthony fell for the music hook, line and 
sinker, pronouncing the event ‘the best 
day of his life so far.’”

linda summarizes, “they are normal kids 
with lots of interests. they love to swim, 
play soccer, baseball, and basketball. 
they attend religious education classes 
and they live for cub Scouts. Jim has 
spent many a night in a tent in support 
of their activities. music is one more link, 
one more facet towards them becoming 
complete people, maybe someday 
supporting the arts in their own homes, 
in their own communities, with their own 
children.”

article by karen liegl 
Photos provided by Zachar Family

anthony plays the piano at his  
recital in the opus concert café
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Whether beginning study, progressing in instrumental skills, 
working to prepare for All-State or college auditions or 
simply playing for the enjoyment of making music, the 

Orchestra Iowa School and faculty focus on individualized 
curriculum for each student and people of all skill levels.

STUDY WITH THE MUSICIANS OF 
ORCHESTRA IOWA

flute
clarinet

saxophone
horn

trombone
tuba/euphonium

harp

piano
organ
voice
violin
viola
cello

double bass

Instruction available in:

Clock Tower Plaza         1801 2nd Street, Ste 130           Coralville, IA 52241           319.351.8374     

Fill the grid with the music symbols in such a way that each symbol only appears once in each row, column 
and region (2 by 2 block). Never guess the place of a number and only fill it in when you are sure.

MUSICAL SUDOKU

USE THESE SYMBOLS TO SOLVE THE PUZZLES ANSWER KEY

1

4

2

3

1234
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The                 International
  Piano Competition and Festival

June 5-11, 2016
gala concert and reception on June 11, tickets available now!

www.midwestpianocompetition.com

At the University of Northern Iowa School of Music 

Jurors:
Eric Larsen, Craig Sheppard and Nelita True

Artistic Directors:
Sean Botkin, Dmitri Vorobiev

Categories:
Junior - up to 17 years old
Senior - up to 32 years oldSenior - up to 32 years old

$25,000 in Prize Money

pianocompetition@uni.edu | 319.273.2028
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saturday, June 4, 2016, 7:30 Pm   Paramount Theatre

Jean SIBELIUS 

Richard WAGNER 

Antonín DVOřáK 

Richard STRAUSS 

Lemminkaïnen’s Return from Four Legends 
of the Kalevala, Op. 22

Siegfried’s Funeral March from Götterdämmerung

A Hero’s Song, Op. 111

Ein Heldenleben

- intermission -

MASTERWORKS SERIES

a heRo’s liFe
TIMOTHY HANKEWICH  MUSIC DIRECTOR
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A hERO’S lIFE
Lemminkaïnen’s return, Op. 22
Jean sibelius (1865-1957)

Just as Mahler used the “Wunderhorn” poetry to generate 
his early symphonic music, Sibelius used the Kalevala, a 
collection of folk tales (retold by the folklorist Elias Lönnrot) 
that had long been a favorite source of Finnish storytelling. 
During the latter part of the  19th century this 23,000-stanza 
epic was taken up with special fervor by nationalist writers, 
artists and thinkers, at a time when a sense of Finnish 
identity was running high among those living in a disputed, 
Russian-dominated “federation.” 

Most of the Kalevala stories are from the Karelia region, the 
politically volatile area between the border between Finland 
and Russia; among the colorful folk heroes contained therein 
is Lemminkäinen, whose adventures form some of the most 
vital parts of the Kalevala. Part Till Eulenspiegel and part 
Peer Gynt—with bits of Don Juan and Don Quixote thrown 
in—this truculent hero travels the world in search of love and 
inner peace, and returns home wiser but much sadder. 

By the 1890s Sibelius had become sort of a Finnish national 
composer (even before composing Finlandia in 1899), so it 
was natural he was drawn to the Kalevala. He had become 
increasingly aware not just of Strauss’ tone poems but 
also of Wagner’s operas with their unique way of retelling 
mythological tales. In 1893 he began what was initially 
conceived as a cycle of operas about Lemminkäinen, 
somewhat on the order of Wagner’s The Ring of the 
Nibelung. When the operatic treatment went aground 
he crafted the orchestral Lemminkäinen Suite instead, a 
four-movement cycle of works that could be performed 
separately or as a whole. Music from the opera became 
The Swan of Tuonela and Lemminkäinen in Tuonela; 
newly composed were Lemminkäinen and the Maidens of 
Saari and Lemminkäinen’s Homeward Journey. The cycle 
was completed in 1895 and performed in Helsinki in 1896, 
though the music was subjected to continual revision before 
reaching its final form in 1951. 

Lemminkäinen’s Homeward Journey  tells the final chapter 
of the tale. By this time our hero has traveled to the enchanted 
island of Saari, where he searches for his beloved Kyllikki. 
Traveling to the realm of the dead (Tuonela), he kills the 
majestic swan in order to win the hand of Pohjola’s daughter. 
Instead, he is hacked to pieces by evil forces and has to be 
reassembled (literally). Returning to life, he travels home 
and is reunited with his mother, by now a very old woman. 

siegfried’s Funeral March from götterdämmerung
richard Wagner (1813-1883)

Wagner’s four-opera, 15-hour cycle The Ring of the Nibelung 
grew from relatively humble beginnings. In late 1848 the 
composer began outlining a scenario and libretto for what 
he originally conceived as a single opera, Siegfrieds Tod, 
based on Norse legend. As he started sketching the music, 
two things became clear: That a single evening would not 
suffice to tell the tale and that no existing opera house could 
accommodate the enormity of the work. Between 1852 and 
1874 he composed three operas and a prologue. Das Rheingold 
and Die Walküre had their premieres in 1869 and 1870, and 
in the ensuing years Wagner enlisted the backing of King 
Ludwig of Bavaria toward achieving his dream: a custom-
built theater designed specifically for The Ring. In August 
1876, Hans Richter conducted the premieres of Siegfried and 
Götterdämmerung at the new theater in Bayreuth. 

Part family drama and part political-philosophical discourse, 
The Ring continues to echo through music, literature and 
even philosophy—Tolkien’s ring-story being only one of 
several adumbrations of its implications. The music with 
its intricate system of leitmotifs —themes representing 
characters, moods, relationships and even inanimate 
objects— became so significant that it sparked a cult-like 
following that continues to this day. Several excerpts from 
the cycle are regularly performed, such as the Ride of the 
Valkyries from Die Walküre.

At the beginning of Götterdämmerung, the valiant hero 
Siegfried has broken through the flame protecting his 
beloved Brünnhilde—daughter of Wotan and one of the 
nine Valkyries. Once freed, she urges Siegfried to go seek 
adventure. Alas, Siegfried carries the accursed ring, forged 
from the gold that evil Alberich stole from the Rhine-
Maidens back at the beginning of Das Rheingold. When he 
refuses to relinquish it, he is slain by Alberich’s son, Hagen. 

It is not just the hero’s shocking death being marked here: 
Siegfried’s Funeral March ushers in the final chapter of the 
gods’ sway over human affairs. After a two-note motif in 
the timpani and a flourish of low strings, the moon breaks 
through to reveal the funeral bier. The music swells into a 
heady mixture of themes associated with the Rhine, fate, 
Siegfried, his sword, his mission, the gods, and the ring itself.

a hero’s song, Op. 111
antonín Dvořák (1841-1904)

The stylistic language of Dvořák’s late music indicates how 
profoundly he had assimilated the complex trends of late-
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19th-century music, while remaining true to his uniquely 
Bohemian identity. By the end his brief residence in the 
United States (1893-95) he had composed most of the works 
for which he is known today, including the “New World” 
Symphony and “American” Quartet. During the last decade 
of his life he embarked on what amounts virtually to a 
second career, completing five symphonic poems, two string 
quartets and four magnificent operas. America had left its 
mark: Dvořák’s later works are marked by a notably more 
long-breathed approach to phrase and form.

The first four of his five late symphonic poems were based on 
specific poems by the Czech folklorist Karel Jaromír Erben. 
This fifth work, however, appears to have no programmatic 
content at all other than the title itself. A Hero’s Song was 
composed in 1897 and given its premiere in December 1898, 
with the Vienna Philharmonic conducted by none other than 
Gustav Mahler. Dvořák himself stated that the piece was 
autobiographical, depicting the stages of his own career: 
youthful enthusiasm, disappointment at initial rejection, 
and eventual triumph both at home and throughout the 
world.  

Marked by extraordinary assurance of form and texture, 
A Hero’s Song counts as one of Dvořák’s most unjustly 
neglected masterworks. Cast as a single musical gesture, it 
can be broken down into four main sections. The Allegro 
con fuoco introduces a vigorous motif that becomes—by a 
process of transformation similar to Liszt’s concept of the 
symphonic poem—a building-block for the entire work. 
A plaintive theme of strikingly folkloric character (Poco 
adagio lacrimoso) is introduced by the winds, but before it 
has a chance to take hold, a scherzo-like passage establishes 
the hero’s new-found confidence (Allegretto grazioso). The 
jubilant climax (Molto vivace) continues to spin variations 
of the opening motif, and a bright finale brings forth bold 
orchestral colors and a mood of triumph.

ein heldenleben 
richard strauss (1864-1949)

To say that Strauss is the beleaguered hero of his own 
Heldenleben would be to oversimplify, but not entirely 
off-base either. When he composed the tone poem in 
the summer of 1898, he was already one of Europe’s most 
celebrated composers but still sensitive to the critiques of his 
works like Don Juan and Death and Transfiguration.

It is probably most helpful to think of A Hero’s Life as a sort 
of bemused lesson in “Bavarian self-irony,” as one writer 
has suggested. Some of Strauss’ earliest comments about 
the piece compared it to Beethoven’s “Eroica” Symphony: 

He stated that although it will not have a funeral march it 
is nonetheless in E-flat Major, “with lots of horns—which 
is always a measure of heroism.” He would later suppress 
programmatic titles from the printed score, going to 
great lengths to deemphasize the work’s autobiographical 
content. “It is enough to know that it is about a hero at grips 
with his enemies,” Strauss wrote. More than anything, Ein 
Heldenleben remains a reflection on the nature of heroism 
itself, perhaps, a sort of generalized representation of the 
struggle against contrary forces. 

Completed in late 1898, Ein Heldenleben received its 
premiere in Frankfurt in March 1899, under the composer’s 
baton. The “suppressed” story is cast in six sections that are 
performed without pause. 

I. The Hero, in which the protagonist rides out to meet his 
foes, charging forth with a Promethean, dynamic theme 
representing the hero; the subject swaggers through 16 
measures and an enormous range of five octaves. 

II. The Hero’s Adversaries, in which the Viennese critic 
Eduard Hanslick is depicted by a jagged, sarcastic flute 
melody. “The critics believed that they could see themselves 
identified with the very hatefully portrayed grumblers and 
antagonists,” Strauss wrote, “and that I myself am meant for 
the hero, which is only partially so.” 

III. The Hero’s Helpmate. This is a quirky, loving portrait 
for solo violin and orchestra—striking in its vivid realism 
because it is an open portrait of a real woman—Pauline 
Strauss. “It’s my wife I wanted to portray,” Strauss wrote. “She 
is very complex, very feminine, a little perverse, something 
of a flirt, never twice the same, every minute different from 
how she had been a minute before.” 

IV. The Hero’s Battlefield, during which memories of his 
helpmate provide sustenance. This is the work’s most 
dramatic point, a tour de force of orchestral virtuosity that 
creates its effectiveness partly through the use of eight horns, 
three offstage trumpets, and riveting percussion parts. 

V. The Hero’s Deeds of Peace. Unable to claim victory over 
his enemies, the hero finally accepts as adequate what he 
has already accomplished; at this point Strauss presents us 
with his own “accomplishments,” in the form of the major 
themes of eight of his previous tone poems. 

VI. The Hero’s Flight from the World and Fulfillment. The 
section begins with a sniveling duet for tenor and bass tuba, 
followed by a buzzing of strings and winds that sounds like 
a smug detractor. But the helpmate returns, and the hero 
moves his gaze to the beyond. 

Program Notes by Paul Horsley
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